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To describe and analyze the use of private
organizations for supervision, training, or assistance of-persons
referred from criminal justice agencies was the purpose of this
study. Procedures were divided into three parts: a review of relevant
-existing, published data and, to the extefilt. Rossible, ongoing studies;
a survey of a- national sample of private ,organizations providing
corrections- related direct client services; and on-site field
investigations of programs in several different urban settings. The
major findings include the following: (1) labs authorizing cOmmunity
supervision of convicted perSons and contracting with private
organizations for correctional services have provided the states in

-° the study with 'broad autho ;ity necessary for these programs; GO
there is a major shortage of information about referrals of
-defendants and convicted persons to community'based programs; (3)

there are organizitions specializing in services to persons released
from prison, persons referred by criminal court for narcotics
addiction treatment, or other setvices to,public Offendere; however,
a major prcrportion of direct client services to persons convicted of
offenses lie outside this set Of ,specialized programs; (4) cost
figures are difficult to interpret because of the ambiguity of
valuing services rendered; (5) accountability is most often-in terms
of process (number of clients admitted, average daily census) rather
than in terms of client performance (number completing various
stages; ratio of graduates to dropouts). (Implications, of findings
are discussed in terms of the need for referral sources and service
vendors to develop jointly planned monitoring and accountability

/ procedures, the need to determine the number of clients of specified
types, and the need to determine theogic of decision making in
referring clients to community based programs.) (JH)
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ABSTRACT

This study provides some data on the role of private organizations,in providing
client services for community corrections.

One aspect of this phenomenon is that supfrvi4n and/or provision,of services
takes place in the open community instead of within closed institutional settings.
The services include: pretrial diversion of "in lieu" referrals to community
programs; probation supervision; prerelease_programs for persons committed'to the
Department of Corrections; and parole. The study attempts to increase the
understanding of the private sector in providing services to justicerand -corrections

Agencies. Questions, such as how and by whom persons are referred to the
privately operated program in lieu of trial, or further agency dispositions, what kinds
of cases are referred and accepted, and what is accomplished in such arrangements
which might not, otherwise result if the private organization did not operate, are
addressed. The report examines the historical, legal, and administrative context for
contracting, characterizes referral and services, discusses casts and sources of
support, and presents issues in planning and research.
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4.1

14RODUCTION

How are private organizatiOne used in corrections: questions for this
research.

This is a descriptive study,_developed out of an intereZ'in (and a shortage of-
information- about) the use of private organizations for sup ision, _training, or ,

assistance of persons referred from criminal justice agencies. ese interests are ont.
several levels:

The laws authorizing or facilitating the use of private sector vendors of
community-based corrections programs;
Contracting arrangements and problems arising from contracting;
The sources of referrals and the manner in which referrals are made; I

the characteristics of defendants and offenders referred to community
organizations compared with those who are not;
Types Ofservice delivery organizations providi g service and what transpires
between referral sources and private organi ons which supply services;
Thesstructure 'of program services, staffing, and client flow in the organiza-
tions;
The income (sources and amounts of support) which sustains the organiza-_
tions; the role played by contracting in securing support; the costs incurred. v

The point of departure for the study is the referral -p ocess whereby persons
under the jurisdiction of a criminal justice agency come 'under the auspices of a
community-based organization in order to receive a treatment or service. The
process involves referral of clients on the part of criminal justice agencies and a
willingness to accept by community organizations. This relation is sometimes
specified contracturally. A contract is a legally binding,' mutually beneficial
agreement between a source of funding and a source of service;.it specifies ^
conditions orpayment, services to be provid , and reporting requirements. This

'project is primarily interested in cont acts tween public akcies and private
organizations for direct client services.'

A refercal is an official action which results in a person being' serviced bY an-
organization. The,. referral source may initiate this by cefirt order or informally
directing the client to apply lo the organization. The refettal 'nay be requested byt
the client and aPproVed by the agency. The referral mly be actively recruited orl
sought by the organization and approved by the caseworker and the client.
Referrals may be prearranged by purchase .of rvic; by unfunded service
agreements or other understanding, by third payinepts or by simple citizen
eligibility. For purposes of this survey, a referral ne of the above which results
in the client being admitted to or given some service ,(if only an intake assessment)
by the organization to which he'or she has been referred. .,4.4"

In the simple bureaucratic sense, a referral ditposes of a case by placing a
person under the supervision of a source of serv,ice. But often the persOn referred
is subject to-still other referrals for as long as he, or she is under the jurisdiction of
a criminal justice agency. The current practice in American corrections is to extend
a network of referrals and services with attendant resporisibilities and restrictions

ix
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on a diverted or conviqed persan. It is'of considerable importance that this'
network be studied in itself to avoid conventional versimplifications,,of the
criminal justice- process. .., ' a.

This study sought to record data from which to c struct a. matrix of who
makes referrals to whom in a given city. Locating a referral source leckolocating
service supplier organizationS. Locating service organizations, in tan, permits
analysis of characteristics, of cases referred and accepted, and assessment of the
selectivity of the referral organization link.

Study PITedures

The organizations providing services to corrections-referred clients share few L..
properties: they are residential and non-residential; they, may serve exclusively a
criminal justice (law offender) population or a mixed clientele ("offender" and
"non-offender"); they may seek or exclude alcoholics, drug addicts, persons with
psychiatric problems; they may aspire to accomplishing major personal change
through resocialization) in a communal living luation, may aim at a more limited
life-style Modification such as avoidanceo e activities, or obtaining a job and 4

a credit rating, or they may provide specifilt services arch as employment
counseling: The organizations may get clients anywhere from pre-trial diversion to
parole and confinement. Some programs.even operate inside jails and prisons. The-
present study analyzes public and private in-community programs, and the
emphasis is on contracting for private in-community programs.2

To accomplish an orderly description of these community programs, and to
analyze-their role in corrections,3 the study was' divided into 'three parts: a review
of relevant existing published data and to the extent possible on-going studies; a
survey of a national sample of private organizations providing corrections -relit
direct client services;, and on-site field investigations of programs in several different
urban settings.

Field work in the Project's pilot study location (Honolulu) and the four
mainland locations consisted of: (1) interviews with officials of agencies with
decision-making authority over defendants; or convicted persons which could result
in referrals of such persons to community-based correctional services; (2) interviews
with caseworkers directly. supervising such persons.; (3)i directors of special
screening, assessment, and. referral coordinating organizations which result inA
referrals; (4) interviews with directors or business managers of organizations which
supplycornmunity-based correctional services such as-halfway houses, drug. and
alcohol treatment programs, vocational counseling and education; and (5) making
arrangement to secure data applicable to referrals and contracting from-Other
sources, such as files or data tapes in acies.

Referral-sources included courts, probation and corrections agencies on the
federal, state and, in some instances, local level. In addition, interviews, were held
with directors of a number of referral coordinating agencies and private projects.
The larger referral agencies such probation or .parole required a number of
interviews with separate personnel with decision making responsibilities for referral.
In many instances these interviews were also occasions for case -by -case coding of
referral

The interview with referral sources produced a list of organizations which
presumably receivd referrals. Other sources of information also were consulted.
These included: (1) Organizations_ named by State Planning Agencies as receiving
LEAsA funding for correction programs; (2) local directories of organizations or
resources for defendants, probationers, exprisoners, and parolee ; (3) telephone
directory (yellow pages) listingi; and (4) organizations identified i this project's
1975 telephone survey of private organizations.
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Even this list did not exhausrthe population of all organizations involved in
one way or another in providing services for clients referred by justice ol\:
correctional agencies. The effort to make contact wigi all organizations named-by
anyL,r fe ffal' source as providing services proVed impossible. It was difficult to

. unambiguously define, services to criminal rjustice referrals. Thereyare some clearly
specialized organizations Such as halfway houses for former prisoners, 'pre-release
or parole clients, but other services shade off gradually into the entire range of
human services provided by avery wide array of organizations.

\To the best of our knowledge no type of correctional service program operating
in'thelive,,,field sites was excluded from the set of organizations interviewed. The
get of organizations is large enough and is composed in such a way that data
produced in these interviews describe the major portion of-such activities in each
city. However, since the set of organizations is not a sample and not the entire
population, the data and conclusions must be taken as limited to the 154
organizations studied. '. #. \

. Many of the questions posed in the interviews appeared to some respondents
to be sensitive. The budget, Sources of income, salaries paid to staff, monthly
admissions, number of clients completing the training, are of potential value in
criticizing and evaluating programs. No responsible administrator can be-litdifferent
to how the organization appears when such information is used to describe the
program. Sometimes th director chose not to provide the data. Some organizations
did not have records sufficiently complete or well enough orgapieed to provide
answers to all of the queitions. Rather than eliminate all organizations on which the
data set was incomplete, a decisio0as made .to attewpt to use available data
when possible, and to eiichide cases only when a niOnber of-items were .not

,complete. To have restricted the interviews to hose organizations with complete
. and accessible records on'admissions, turnover, budget and staffing would have

simplified analysis considerably, but would have biased the Jesuits. The resulting
picture would have overstated the degree to which management data are available.
It would have excluded many organizations and made,ottScure some, problems of
monitoring and evaluating contract performance. Ligewise;,to have excluded
interviews iu which the respondent declined to-divulge an item of information
(almost always budget) would have resulted in, overestimating the degree to which
organizations are 'compliant with requests for information. The problem of'
information Is a primary difficulty in monitoring the highly diffuse system
de;eloping in) corrections. I this regard the problems of the research may pre-
figure some problems in monit 'rig and program evaluation. Although the policy
was to be inclusive, some of the interifikews which proved to be seriously incomplete
were dropped from analysis. Most 'of the not completed interviews reflected the
absence of information in accessible form rather than outright refusal df the
program to take. any part in the study., hi all -cities the overall willingness to .be
interviewed and even answer detailed' questions about budgets (often involving
extra work by the boOkkeepet or firianacial officer)even if grudgingly, was

...

impressive.' ,
Usable interviews were obtained with a total bf 49 community-based correc-

tional service organizations in metropolitan Boston, 48 in San Francisco, 38 in the
metropolitan Miami area, 15 in Madison, and 4 in Honolulua total of 154.

Thetinterviewers also attempted 'to obtain copies of audited, budgets, annual
reports, and other documents'tgiving data on the program, the organization, its
support and costs. Obtaining the documented ,data was usually the most difficult
aspect of the field work.

The field
of

-consu d More project time than anticipated. In earl city the
large number of intervie s with heads of organizations posed scheduling problems.

f
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Directors, were usually busy and often mobile. They were sometimes t available
or changed,appointments, They were as 'Wary as any. other executive of .having
their tittle Wasted°, and they were also understandably cautious about opening up",
their 'account book's to, researchers. Call backs were the rule rather than the
exception. Moreover, as'more organizations were located in the course of ,

interviewing, the number of interviews grew and the time taken for them proved ..

longer than anticipated. Data availability and' access proved a major problem,5 and
a considerable number of call backs were required both to negotiate entry and to
compile ,information from incomplete files on the organizations.,These call backs,
continued by telephone in some instances after the on-site field work w4'findishedt-
Both these problems were complicated by the great geographical dispersion of the
study sites (from Honolulu to Bosttn) and two disruptive events which occurred
dthing the peak of our field work' in two , cities: a transportation strike in San
Francisco and widespread clashes in Boston. lbe latter made jnteviewing-
quite complidited for many week in'some sections of the city.. Interviewing, in
some instances was necessary' even after the main field work wascompleted in the
spring of 1976. It was necessary to telephone to get correct budgets or client flow
data, and in one instance conduct a series 'of detiiiled, interviews with an
organization whin was reorganizing at the time of our-main field work. The last
interview was completed in July 1976. ..

Main Findings: An Overview.

1.. Laws authorizing community supervision of cOnvictedpersons 'and:contract-
ing with private organizations for correctional services have provided the gates in-
the study with broad authority 'necessary for theses programs. Contract with
private service Organizations Provides greater,flexibility to public agencies as well
as. opportunities for program funding to private ,organizations. However, full
flexibility to the agencies represents maximum uncertainty to the private vendor.
Contracting also,raiSes questions of monitoring and acco'unfability,..requiling in turn-
the formulation of a clear statement of what client services are to be provided and
what measures of service delivery, program performance or client 'response are to
be applied.

2...Referval networks in the urban areas studied are discussed in general terms. k

There. is a major shortage of information about referralS of defendants and convicted
persons to community based programs.%Incomplete client data ,suggest` small ,

differences.between referred and.nonrefdred cases. Unemployed persons, persons
with more extensive criminal histories, younger and nonwhite persons are more
likelylito be refer'red to programs in probation ie Porde agenties sampled. Referral.

' is heavily influenced by mqiilability,. of sery s, the issue of payment:. the
willingness, of the client to accept the :referral. ew referral so s had explicit
referral criteria. or lists of openings; responsibility for referral res . heavily on the
caseworker.

3. Types of organizations providing services. There are organizations special-
izing in services, to persons released from' nelson, persons referred by criminal court
for narcotics addiction treatment, or other services to public offenders. However'a
major proportion of direct client services. to persons convicted of offenses lie
outside this set of specialized prograinS. The referral network is highly diffuse. This
is also reflected in the funding: Programs whoSe major support 'is from criminal

, justice agencies comprise about 1 in 5 of all programs, lesS than -1 in 3. of private
.Organizations. PrOgrams Whose biggest source-of support is drug or 'alcohol funds
form another I in 3 of alrorganizations.

Most progrilfils Operate at beloW capacity. The. hulk of referrals are of persons
".;

xii
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who already served' some portion of sentence in tonfinement, Or were on probation

and not likely candidates for confinement.-
4, Cost figures are -difficult to. interpret because of the ambiguity of vatting

services rendered. In general residential "programs are more expensive than
nonresidential but variance is high. Mean daily per capita costs, range widely; for
private residential programs it is approximately $25 per l'day. Community based
programs operated by government hr lower mean costs,than those operated by
private organizations, but no simple assumption of equivalence of services is
Warranted. The proportion of capacity utilized, the size of budget, the proportion of
the budget which was supplied by government payments, the number of referral
sources sending clients and the percentage of all admissions which were criminal
justice referrals, all contribute to the variance of mean daily cost. For private
programs the 'client staff ratio, the percentage of capacity utilized and the
'percentage of all referrals which are criminal justice referrals, are most important.

5. Accountability was most often in "terms of process (number of,,clients
admitted, alverage daily census) rather than:in terms of client perforinaric.e (number

completing various stages; ratio of graduates to dropouts; offense data).

6. Implications of findings for planning-, administration and research are
discussed in tern$ of three recommendations: (a) the necessity for referral sources

and service vendors to develop® jointly planned monitoring and accountability
procedures. A wjor component of such monitoring would be a greatly improved
information systetn on referrals; (b) the need to undertake studies on the capacity

of community based private programs for supervision of ,a determined number of
clients of specified types;. (c) the logic of decision making in referring clients to
community based programs.

Notes To Introduction

' The mechanism of subcontracting is used by government to obtain both
general administrative services (such as the operation of a food service) and direct

service to clientstich as education or psychological counseling). Such contracting

can be for services, provided inside the institution or. outside 'the institution. The
focus of the present study is on contracting with private organizations for direct
services to clients provided 'outside the institution ("in the community "). General
problems.in contracting are discussed in Heyman (196.), Law and Contemporary
Problems (Winter 1964. Spring 1964) and in relation to halfway houses in Beha
(1975). Performance contracting is discussed in Garfirikl and.Gramlich (1973)j,

2 "Private" denotes both. those organizations for which a market exists aside
from correctional agencies (Such as mental health services, drug treatment,
vocational placement) and organizations highly or entirely 4- .-ndent upon criminal
justice contracts and referrals. It also includes'self-service [-nips, for a discussion
of which see Ballahon (1972). The earlier forms of private '..grams for the shelter
and assistance of ex-prisoners shodld not he assuintd t6 `lie unchanged *today, as
will be pointed out at several places in this report. James Beha (1975) remarks on

The developMent from earlier prisoner aid type halfway houses to contemporary
contract organizations stating that today:

"the methods which bring the off64'cler out of the institutional systernnto the
community are also pulling the community programs into institutiona-func-
tions.The early hostility of the criminal justice system to halfway houses saw

their mission -as undoing the damage .done by a correctionis system. They were
extremely wary of government intervention and their direct successors have
maintained' this view. The more general shift from this stance to one of
cooperation should be clear . . ." (Beha, p. 446)



''
See alsO aft chapter community corrections by Elizabeth and James

Vorenherg in Lloyd Oh lin ( 73), for a discussion of the growth of this type of
program, Gorelick (1975),. an Greenberg '1975) for critiques, and the review by
David Rothman (1973).

3 American Bar AssociationCorreetiorkil Economics Center, Standards and
Goals PrOject: Plan for Cost Analysis of the Corrections Report (Washington,

,tD.C.:. Author, January. 1975),.supplieS useful- definitions of "corrections ", "com-
munity-based;corrections", and "community- related activites":.

(a) Corrections corrections is generally used to refer to a pre-trial detention
and release, sentencing, post- conviction detention, probation, parole and
()the/ community -based programs; when the term is used to refer to a
narrower set of post-conviction activities, it is so specified. "-

(b) Community-based corrections post-conviction correctional activities that
are based primarily in a "non-secure" community :setting, whiCh either
constitute alternative sentencing dispositions to secure institutional incar-
ceration or alternative-programs for offenders upon-release from a secure
institution (while both probation-and parole activities are the major existing
components- of community-based corrections as It is defined here, these
two activities will be analyzed independently in the Standards and Goals
Project). C

(c) Community-related activities pre-conviction and post-conviCtion activi-
ties, residential or nonresidential, which provide persons in the criminal
justice system with opportunities for contact with a- co-mroupity during
work or leisure.

.-
4 In two 'instances, however, important organizations refused to agree to be

interviewed. Both were large 'thera utic communities which were open to the
public in some of their programs (' games'' or interpersonal confrontation sessions)
and which made major e -ts to solicit good will and contributions frOm the public-
at-large: The progra were primarily for narcotic addicts, prOViding communal
living, Confrontati , and attack therapy in group sessions; both raised a ,substantial
amount of mon 5/, each year -from public contributions and a variety of business
enterprises and' ts of client (member) labor. Both claimed an 'uniquely high
success rate wit rents;ents; both stated that the kinds Of information and the counts
requested -would not "adequately present the value of their programs." Both
declined to supply information after a discussion of the specific interview questions
on client flow, split, budget, source and amount of. funding. The director and
founder of one of .these organizations i itially approved our collecting- data, but

-subsequently withdrew permission after reviewing the questions on budget and
client termination. He threatened to fire any staff member who we quoted and
regarded a very low completion rate as being potentially misleading and damaging
to the image of the organization. 'We regret our report, thus, does not reflect these
organizations' contributions to the referral ail(' service systems in the cities in which
they are located.

.

This experience is not uncommon in studies of community-based corrections.
An excellent study under the direction of, Joan Mullen (Aht Asociates, 1974)
sought follow-up data on pre-trial services program participants who did not
complete the program to compare with recidivism data on program graduates. A
tabulation of the reasons why these data were not in general possible ti obtain from
the programs is interesting andk-in several instance's" resonates with Mir- own
experience. In Boston "retrospective selection not feasable due Co restricted access
to court records;"-in Cleveland "project staff not permitted direct access to)
probation records;" in San Antonio "court records inadequate for control selec-
tion;" in Atlanta "insufficient staff available for control selection and follow-up."
The project summarizes hazards of attempting to obtain client data:

xiv
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(I) Access to appropriate records was restricted in some iurisdictians, 't her

by law or the discretion of court administrators, . . . Projects were o ten
hesistant to negotiate access, as they were not eager to exPend, the ti e

nor 'willing to 'test' their relationships with court personnel.
(2) Within many of the courts srrved by the program available treCords and

cord keeping systems were severely 'deficient.
(3) Locating' and eliciting adequate information from former defendants was

extremely difficult. (AbtAssociates, pp. 9,10)
The third reason was not pperative in our study although it w,as briefly considered
and rejected as a possibility in the planning phase.
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HISTORICAL, LEGAL, AND ADMINISTRATIVE CONTEXT FOR
CONTRACTING

A.' Growth and Support for Private
Contracting

Histdrically, law enforcement End administration yr

f criminal justice have fallen, entirely under the
risdiction of the state. Through its criminal laws,

he state defines and punisheS criminal acts and
rvises the prosecution and defense of Criminal

offenders. However, modifications and changes in
two sectors of -the, criminal justice system have
recently served to broaden and diversify the meaning
and practiCal scope of corrections.

One of these changes involves the substitution of
private organizations for government agencie the
direct provision of services to defe lants

/-
or n-

victed persons. The other concerns su rvision a d/
or provision of services in the open ommu ty
instead of within closed institutional settings. The
impact of these changes is now becoming tangible.
Together, these ideas are significant and far reaching
in their implications for corrections. They have the
potential of either' diverting many-- persons from
involvement with the formal_ machinery of justice or
extending the reach of formal social regUlation in our
society.

Whether or not these changes result in a new
approach to ec-tions, a number of interesting and
important a ministrative, constitutional, and fiscal
questions are raised. Certainly more systematic infor-
mation is needed before we can fully assess the
impact of these changes.

The present study provides some data on the role
of contracting to obtain client services on several
levels in community corrections: pre-trial. diversion
of "in lieu" referrals to community programs; pro-
bation supervision; pre-release programs for persons
.committed to the Department of Corrections; and
parole. Data are presented not on probation or parole
supervision per se but only insofar as these have
implications as forms of referral to community-based
programs. The interest is in, persons not as offenders
or probationers or parolees, but as clients of 'pro-
grams external to criminal justice or corrections
institutions.

The study to be reported here examines this
important phenomenon in the 'Present dialogue,over
correctional' priorities and strategies. Recent devel-
opments have'''contributed to 'a greater interest in
contracting with private organizations for commu-
nity-based corrections.

The expectation that treatment programs in insti-
tutional settings would bring a signikant reductiog
in pest-release recidi$ism appears to have been over-
optimistic. Widely publicized summaries and com-
mentaries on field studies evaluating correctional
treatment programs have led tó a greatly diminished
interest and support for such programs in institu-
tions, and have lent indirect support;to the argument
for community supervision of offenders.

In some states there has been thei eliniination of
indeterminate sentencing in

'_favor

of flat,,tertn,s of
imprisonment. Nationally ther4are serious proposals
for elimination of parole as .f resently understood,
and making the parrticipation in institutional (prisoh)
treatment programs voluntary and not related to
release criteria;..These, plans stipulate that' custodial
prisons, imposing flat terms as punUihment should be
"last resOrt--:- dispositions and that community-based
programs should be available for many persons who
are not in prison (Fogel, 1975:264)_ Recently, the
prison census has registered, a rapid rise in''''the
number of persons confined to federal and state
prisons, reaching an all time high of 283,268 on
December 31, 1976 (Law EnfOrc'ement News, March
1977). Federal court rulings that many of- these
prisons are so overcrowded as to constitute unfit
places for human habitation have exerted strong
influence on states to relieve prison population
pressure. This undoubtedly means that community-
based programs offer fiscal and legal advantages.
There has been a revival of interest in deterrent
effects of sanctions more swiftly and certainly im-
posed. However, fiscal crises in many cities have led
to actual or 'threatened cutbacks in law enforcement
and correctional programs, even to the extent of
reductions in the police force. Again, these develop-
ments would appear to favor private sector commu-
nity programs.

1
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fable 1

Ref real Source Agencies. Interviewed:
ederal Bureiu of Prisons, Federal roba-
tion and Parole

tate or Counly,Probation
State Corrections
State Parole
County Jail or Parole
Pre-Trial Diversion
Special Coordinatingile

Number of Referral Source InterVie ed
Number of Service Supplier Orianizat ons In-

terviewed
Number of Separate Facilities

Surnmary of interview' ed.

Boston Dade County Madison Ban Francisco Total

, 2

2
I

,

11

2 7

6
2

4

2 2).- 1 4

3 1 6
7 4 11

18 8 6.; 6 40

49 38 4 15. 48 154

92 70 9 30 99 300

In Florida, Parole and Probation' are found in o e state agency.

Concurrent with all of the oregoing, ,there has
been a steady growth in comm nity-based programs
at all stages of criminal jutice s rocessing:

a.' pre-trial diversioh and intervention;
b. condition of deferred prosecution ordeferred

acceptance Ofplea of guilt:
c. condition of probation;
d. means of serving last few months of a term of

confinement (pre-release programs);
e. condition obparolet either at initial release or

as a disposition at revocation.

Problems'Addressed by the Study'

In the study reported here the overall interest is to
understand the significance of the private sector in
aroiding services to justice and corrections agen-
ies. now. (and by whom); are 'ersons referred to

4 ; privately operated .program in lieu of trial or
herNency dispositions? What kinds Of cases are

d Acceptect by these organizations (pa
Otnp -*wth, the total caseload o the

4 ;i's wrnplished in such ar nge-
iherwise result if the rivate

interest i the use

,0 6-Tvat supervision and
4

traimng .,ass eliersons diverted
o.

from "crithinalkjustice)prOgrarns or while under sen-
tence in a correctional agency, and presents data on

e 'varieties of private sector vendors of community-
sed corrections; the laws authorizing or facilitating

uch programs; the sources of referrals and the
o Manner in which referrals are made; the characteris-

ticstof defendants and offenders referred to commu-

2

nity organizations compared with those who are not;
forms of contracting:and .perceptions of advantages
and disadvantages of contracting; the costs incurred,
both in general and in relation to alternatives; what
transpires-between referral sources and private orga-
nizations which supply services; the structure of
program services and client flow in the organizations;
and the income (sources and amounts of support)
which sustains the organizations and the role played
by contracting in securing support.

The special interest of this reFeIrch project was
contracting (oi subcontracting) as emeans of obtain-'
ing program services from organizations. Both refer-
rals and organizations 'are presumed to operate, in
contexts or environments which are best assessedby
observing.c.them in various community settings. For
this reason'', to capture the wide variation's in private
correctional arrangements, data were gathered in five.
metropolitan' areas in the United States: Boston,
Massachusetts; Dade County, Florida; Honolulu, Ha-,
waii; Madison, Wisconsin; and San '.Francisco,.
California include. Interviews with personnel in
criminal justice agencies and in community-based
programs, as shown in tables 1 and 2. Client data

also obtained when accessible, chiefly from
government agencies.

C. Statutes Relevant to Community
Corrections

There are basically two types of legal regulations
that affect the environment of community corrections
programs: those, that regulate the flow of persons
into programs, and those that pertain to the funding

1,



Table 2 Organizations selected fc

Management and Primary'Source
of Contract, Funding Boston Dade

'A

Government .

Justice 3

Substance Abuse , 2
Other

Private
Justice 10

Substance Abuse 19

Other 8

Total 49

studies in each of five cities

ounty Honolulu Madison San Francisco Totals

2

6

4

4 15

3

4

7

15

16

15

22

I2

30

43
32

48 . 154

A /
of programs. 'Often associated with the latter cate-
gory are regulations concerning the licensing and
operation of programs. . .

Both types of regulations exist on the federaland
State levels. However,. while federal referral regula-
tions affect only those persons involved in the federal
court and correctionale,System, and have little effect
on the States,, federal! funding regulations most pro-
Youndly affettpersonS involved with the state and
county court and correctional systems.

i Laws that authorize,or mandate referral of persons
to community pnigramS exist at four stages of the
criminal ju4ice prOCOS: Pre-trial (diversion), post-
adjudication, ' during ;;incarceration (work furlough),
and after prison (pre release, parole). Within each of
these categorie\off$nders are often further differen-
tiated according fo,'what is perceived to be their
"primary Problern"," or the type of law violated.
Thus, one often Otit'ISHin some 'of the referral stages
11-cvs specific to On* abusers, alcohol'abusers',.youth
offenders, firstOffdriders, misdemeanants, etc,;),

A re' of federal and state legislation au horiz-
. .

..

mg or mandating, referr41 to community programs
revealed that virtually every criminal justice agency

,,. , of custody andi.sUpervision has been vested with
Oroad discretionary powers to pass at least partial

7 o
4 4utho1-ity .for sup$tvision in the community along to
tlublicly ,or priyatily community programs.

With/respect T.to anding, it is clear that the
provisiOn,offtin s *ducally designated for the use1

.of offender °''n ed programs represents only a small
part of the p' Take. As citizens, offenders are eligible
for SerVicesin;;Programs not specifically oriented to
their, leg,a1 status.

A conipleOystera of federal and state legislation
authorizes al, funding of programs that have signifi-
cant contact Wirth persons in some way involved with

the criminal justice sysfem. The relevant legislation
is frequently specifically oriented toward the funding°
of programs dealing with offender population's; but
just as often programs receive -funds disbursed to
ameliorate urban problems (alcoholism, drug abuse,

ental health, "unemployment) much' broader than
th offender population. Moreover, the fieldwork
showed that criminal justice agencies make extensive ,
use of these community prograMS' not primarily
oriented to offenders.

Many offendersjfind their way into these broad-
based community programs because they are per-
ceived by legal officials to have as the cause- of their
crirninak behavior; one or more of the- problems e
which these programs are oriented. \ For example,
primary problems such as substance/abuse, mental
illness, or unemployment are often seen as the caus
of "criminay offenses like robbery', rape, burglary,
assault, shoplifting, or forgery.

In addition to federal LEAA funding, federal funds
are available to community programs through the
Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse arid. Alcoholism Pre'
vention, Treatment and habilitation Act df 1970
(P.L. 91-616), the Drug Abuse'Office and Treatment
Act of 1972 (P.L. 255), the COmmunity Mental92.
Health Centers Act og 1%3 (P.L. 88-164), and the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of
1973 (P.L. 93-203). These laws make funds available
to states willing to establish comprehensive services
in conformity with federal requfementy The typical
model in each of these legally defined ihreas involves
the designation of a single state agency with Overall
authority to plan a program of services. The empha-
sis is on comprehensiveness, planning, and integra-
tion of services. Use of private agenciks is permitted
and in some cases encouraged. ThI)se private 13r0-

grams which negotiate contracts with federal or state

1_1
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agencies disbursing federal funds, subject themselves
to considerable regulation concerning program form,
content and accounelifUlity.

As already 'suggested, empirical evidence on refer-
rals indicates that the criminal justice system is
making extensive use of non-criminal justice pro-
grams. Thi* is 'due at least in part to the fact that
they are without direct cost, to the criminal. justice
agencies rhich, even though they are ,often author-
ized to negotiate their own contracts, tend to be
chronically underfunded. The discovery of the wide-
spread availability and use of non-offender programs
funded in part by the federal government raises
important questions concerning the rhetoric and
reality of contracting and the relative efficacy of
programs more directly oriented to the clients' legal-,
status. 2

D. Funding and Referral Contracts

For the purposes of this retort, a "contract" is
defined as a mutally beneficial, legally binding agree-
ment between a source Of funds and a source of
treatment or services. The agreement specifies their
mutual obligations regarding such matters as services
to be provided, compensation, and prOcqdures of
referral and intake of clients. This definition therefore
excludes consi0eration of grants from the United
Way, gifts from private foundations, service agree-
ment6 not involving compensation, 'and entitlements
(e.g., social-Security, food stamps, medicaid, welfare,
etc.), We are most interested in those arrangements
in which a public agency exchanges funds for -some
influence in defining the target population and activi-
ties k)1.1grommunity-based n We shall refer
to these arrangerm

Contracts are but one sow of revenue of orga-
nizations. They ore, however, alb most pervasive
means by which organizations meet their expenses.
A contract .is often the critical means by which new
programs start. Moreover, the survival or failure of
programs is at least indirectly, related to the organi-
zation's capacity to obtain and renew contracts.

Public funding, sources may he partitioned into
three categories: criminal justice sources, .s-ub.srance
abuse sources, and a residual t.category, dispersed
governmental sources. These sources differ in the

.degree to which they are involved with t e criminal
justice system.

The first, criminaL, justice sources. define their
target population exclusively as persons diverted
frbm or sentenced to a criminal justice or corrections

!.:agency-. Criminal justice funding. sources include the

Law' EnOrcement Assistance Administration
ALEAA), various agencies of custody and -jurisdic-
tion, and in -some instances, direct governmental.
appropriations.

As the name of the category might suggest,
substance 'abuse funding sources support drug and
alcohol treatme'nt programs or pay for other services
to clients with alcohol ordrug problems. Drugand
alcohol programs usually love a mixed ciientele. in
tile sense that only a portion is currently involved
with the criminal justice system. Many clients in
drug and alcohol programs enter them Under no
direct pressure from criminal justice agencies. Of
those that are referred or pressured by criminal
justice agencies, some have violated criminal laWs
directly related to substance abuse (e.g., sale, pos-.
session, or use of drugs, pUblic- inebriation, or, drunk
driving). Others, have violated more general criminal
laws but are kerceived by legal officials to have
substance abuse as an underlying problem. For
example, burglars may be supporting heroin addic-
tion. The more important substance abuse funding
agencies are the National Institute of Drug Abuse
(NIDA) and the National Institute of Alcoholism and
Alcohol Abuse (NIAAA).

Dispersed funding sources also have broad based
target populations which may include 'a portion of
criminal justice related clients.. Among the major
funding sources is the Department of Labor (DOL)
Comprehensive Employment and Training- Act
(CETA) which. supports' general employment pro-
grams and programs specifically f' g.
the "Model Ex-Offender Pr,
tant source of suPpor:
for offende, is the'''Natic., .of Mental
Health (NIMH).

There are two types of fu. contracts:_block
grants and fee-for-service,an-angements. Block grants
prOvide general su'pportAor, programs regardless of
variation in number of clientS-served or number of
service units delivered (e.g., days of treatment,
counseling sessions, hours of service delivery).

Fundfilg arrangements are quite complex. Many
programs are dependent upon funds originating from
the federal governmenl. However, it is important to
recognize that federal funds are intertwined. with
state and local matching funds. Moreover, federal
funds are very often distributed to contractors
through state or local offices (e.g., state planning
agencies, councils on criminal justice, coUnty consor-
tiums, substance abuse agencies, anti bureaus of
alcoholism). From the point of view of private

,community programs, contracts with state or local°



Agencies are often referred to as "federal money.-
However, in our convention for classIfying sourLies

of funding, source is determined by the most imme-
diate public agency 'which negotiated the contract
and dispersed. the funds: Thus,, for example, if an
organization received a grant directly from LEAA in
Wasktigton, it is classified as a federal contract in

.this study: If the program received LEAA 'funds
from state ',planning agency, it is classified as a.
state contract. If however, the state planning agency
provided a blOck grant to a county jail or local
criminal justice council which in turn contracted with
a community -based program for services, it is classi-
fied,as a /oca/ contract.

Mfiltiple funding sources for the same program .0t.'
organization, state and local match for federal hinds,
and change's in aditeffistraYiVe structures distributing
funds are common. No model of simple. funding
,categories can adequately reflect the (-rue complexity
of the financial arrangements by which community
programs are supported. This compleXity cannot be
ignored, however, since cost considerations are ines-
capable in developing an adequate description of the
rolW'coThquinity .correction.

The funding structure for community programs
was examined in each of the five cities. Although a
detailed comparison among cities could not he made,
cerfAin commonalities and -variations among the cities
merit attention. LEAA, NIRA, NIAAA, and CETA
funds are - Atous; they are" major sources of funds

. programs in all. the cities we studied.
i hese funds, however, are, -used in -somewhat differ-
ent ways in the different cities. In Boston' substantial
LEAA funds are distributed to the Department of
Corriciions which uses them to contract with, Ovate
programs, In'San Francisco, Miami and Madison,
LEAA funds are distributed directly to community
programs by the use of block grants. However, in
Miami LEAA funds are frequently funneled thorugh
coordinating referral agencies. LEAA funds in Hon-
olulu are not extensively used for direct client
services to adults. 'Funds, are granted to the Depart-
ment of Social Services and Housing which then
contracts with a halfway house for services.

Similar variation exists in modes of distribution_of
NIDA, NIAAA, and CETA funds with"the former
two often being c'Ornbined with general-federal, state.
and local mental peulth funds. N1DA and NIAAA
are usually distributed and monitored by special
divisions of departments .of heath. CETA funds are
distribute
or units of .g
for federal fu

a "prime spons' 'r,- often departments
vernment. There is a strong tendency
ds to he locally administered;_ most

contracts are negotiated between a local agency and
community programs.

State and local funds also provide support for
community programs both independently and in the
form of matching funds. However, criminal justice
agencies themselves disburse less funds fdr conimu-

rnity-based corrections than had been anticipated.
Many of these agencies simply do not have the Muds
for the purchase of community corrections services.

Key Issues in Contracting

Observations and interviews during the on-site
field researchorevealed several important issues in-
volved in contricting for human services. Some of
these issues are specific' to contracts negotiated by
criminarjustice agencies; others-are relevant to any
human service-contract between a public agency and

' a private organization However, both types of issues
center around probleins of flexibility, stability, ac-

.countabiklity, effectiveness, and cost. These issues
and proNems are interrelated in a complex manner.

Flexibility is very often given by public agencies
as a major reason for contracting. with private firms
rather than starting a new public program. Flexibility
is proVided by the fact that the use of contracts,
especially of the fee-for-service type, necessitat s no
major commitment on the part of the public c;
ing age ,) the provision, of services at any
particular level (number of clients) or'for any partic-
ular period of time. Should funds beComelsearce or
should client characteristics "ghift,a- contract can be
terminated or allowed to law with minimum diffi-
culty. Public agencies contrasted this flexibility with
the rigidity involved in starting a new public pro-
gram. Primarily because the staff of public programs
must be civil service, with all the tenure implications
thereof,. institjtion of 'a publicly operated program
necessitates a strong commitment by a public agency
toward the continued provision of a service at a level
at least high enough to justify a given leve) of staff.
Public programs are not ikeasily altered in response
to budget or service need changes as are contractual
relationships with private programs.

Those features of contracting that provide flexibil-
ity to the public agency, howevF.r, present serious
prOblems of stability to the private program: tin order
to he able -to recruit quality'staff, to arrange for
'physical facilities, and to create an effective program,
private organizations require some measure of pre
dictability concerning the flow, of clients and funds
into the program. Many .private programs have
attempted to protect themselves from the negative
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effects of contracting agency flexibility by building
up a diversified portfolio of funding sources..By this

' means, they minimize the effects on the programs of
withdrawal of .any one source. of funds. The director
Of one Honolulu drug treatment program: attributed,.
the 'stability of funding of his program to the large
number of. sources hehtis brought together to fund
the program. According to \him:- "Our funding is
stable because it is diversified. Every -source of
revenue -buys a piece of the action."

Such a strategy, however,(is not without increased
administrative cost to the program. It 'means hustling
not one grant or contract but several. Moreover, it
means segregating different classes of clients or
designing a prograni that simultane4sly meets the
prograrin, service. evaluation, and fiscal requirements'

.`of several publictigencies.. As the numbei-of funding
sourees increase's, the time' spent -,:satisfying their
requirements must increase. It is not uncommon to
find trprivate program keeping several sets-ofibooks
to conform with the accounting requirements' of
several funding agencies. One pre-release halfway
house which had contracts with both state and
federal correctional agencies recently started a sepa-
rate new house for the federally funded clients in
order to he better able to cope with the program and
fiscal requirements of each of the agencies. In so
doing it undoubtedly raised administrative costs and
may have sacrificed economies of scale. ,

--- Private programs have other means of responding
to the flexibility made possible by contracting. One
intriguing approach discovered in the sites was the
organized attempt of programs to gain control t.ver
or influence with the funding sources. OrganizationS
of service providers are common, especially among
the substance abuse programs. They frequently have
a formal, legally sanctioned input to funding deci-
sions, The, San Francisco Coordinating Council on

- Drug Abuse, a coalition of private and public drug
abuse program,, is the Tec nical Advisory Commit-
tee to the County Drug Pro ram Coordinator and as
such reviews and evaluates proposals for funding,
often submitted by its own members. In Hawaii. the
Otili- Drug Abuse Coalition ((MAC) represeW
another example of program, input to funding deci-

° sions. The Coalition was given a direct appropriation
of $314,089 by the State Legislature for fiscal year
1976 which it :.divided among its membership (6
programs). OD A C also makes recommendations con-.

lbcerningapplicat ns from vendors' which are nor
members of ODAC (e.g., new programs).

In sum, 4 the implications of the flexibility afforded
public agencies by contracting are complex. That
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which is flexibility for the public agency: is unpredict-
ability for the private program. Priyate programs
cannot he seen as passive objects but riitter-as active
participants in 'seeking to reduce funding uncertainty.
The striategies employed Hy'private programs Anolude

'the d.iversification of funding and the collective
xercise-of influence in flinding,decisiosifs..
Closely related to the issue of flexibility 'is that,of

accountability and control. For the contracting.
agency the issue 'is specifically whether value is
received for resources_ expendetis. Criminal justice

- agencies have- a special concern over the level of,.
control, the program maintains over criminal justice
referrals.

The findings' were //mixed regarding tie level of
,c...yritrol that public cAtracting agencies exercise over

contracted private mograms. Some informants in
public agencies pointed with pride at their system of
programs wit, which they contracted for Services.,
Others descry ed their -contractual relationships as
unsatisfactory. The ultimate sanction which can be
administered to a program-not fulfilling its obligations
is termination of the contract. However, the feasibil-
ity of this action appears to vary among agencies.
One agency with many contracts for,alcoholism

-services cited several examples of contracts termi-1:-
nated for a lack of fiscal accountability or failure to
deliver services. According to the contracting officer
once a serious problem is discovered, the agi-4cy
immediately gives,60 days notice of termination. of
the contract. During this period the agency attempts

rtto wbrk out the ptoblem with the program.
Other agencies were less sanguine about the use

.,,of this method of control. On the issue of termina-
tion, an informant in ariother/ity stated.:

It is htn-d- to. terminate a contract in (this) state
. governnient in less than.ti year or'twp even when

yoy have the contractor dead to rights,

During the fieldwork, several examples were en-
countered of grossly inefficient programs which con-
tinped to he funded out Of political considerations or
simple inattention by the contracting agency.

There seemed to he some c,onsenstrnong con-
tracting agencies that a high level of supervision.,is
necessary to ensure performance by rivate pro-
gran's. Monitoring often incudes on-sit ins ctions,
financial audits, formai evaluations, and folio -up
contacts with cliAtts. One experienced clint ct offi-
cer who had suggested that the key to'service quality
is close supervision, also found that large organiza-
tions with trained staff and regular procedures re-
quire less supervision than smaller programs.



Two.praclices in cop,tract. monitoring were corn-
monly mentioned by. agency staff and/or program
directors as trdublesoine. One the c0plaint that
to keep inl.Conformity with c'h nges. .federal- laW

and regulation require"4 reWritin contracts fre-
quently, particularly in races where con-'
tratak,are for one year at. Jess and renewable.

.\ Renegotiating or rewriting yontracts is also an
Oblique means by which vendor Compliance with
contract requirements is,mitntained. A,second*rac-
ti-Ce' widely mentioned as inefficient is monitorjng via
personal, site visits to prowains by agency personnel.
Program operators. Comnftte'd that personal visits
consumed s ff time in die. organization"-and dealt

with issues hich could be covered in written reports
on a monthl or 'demand schedule.

,A major problem encountered in Monitoring con-
tracting. for human services 'is determining whether .
the services were ever delivered. T s problem is
especially acute in .non-residential p ograms. The
characteristics of the population that' r ceives human
serViFes make follow-up of clientS by the agencY
extremely difficult.. Clients, are o ten transient and

not oriented to assisting public age cies to determine
whether they got their money's w th.

The major source of anIbiguity in contract moni-
toring is the absence of criteria of performance or
outcome desired. Some contracts were found Which
did not include any criteria by which service delivery
could be measured, or by which it could be deter-
mined it a service. 'had been delivered at all (for

-example, . .rte contracts did not specify an number
of clientslIF contacts for any given time period)..

Wheru,-- monitoring criteria were explicit, process
measures were typically used. Programs were evalu-
ated chiefly in terms of Cost, beds occupied, or
clients admitted. Where applicable, the split- rate or
expulsion rate or both were taken asindirect indica-
tors of how well or hactly the program was doing.

Few programs had` on recidivism of their clients r

such as new conviction. returrr'to prison, person-
days free of arrest or evidence of resumed drug 'use,

or seemed subject to review by the agency on such

criteria,-
Recidivism data are almost never used in program

evaluation because of the difficulty of collection and

the fact thht they are usually so dated that suc
information could have4ittle effect on the prograni
by th time the data are in hand,-

Criml a 'ustice agencies encounter special prob-
lems. of accountability and control. Being strongly
oriented to the client's offender status, criminal
justice agencies generally prefer a high level of

surveillance and control over their referrals. These
spetral considerations may inctude One cesiing c:yi

narcotics, curfew observance; an)cl above all, n

immediate report if the client leaves the program or

is AWOL. Some privately operated programs are
Staffed by people whd are ,indifferept to these cony

cerns and even 'Opposed to the social control priori-
ties of criminal justice agencies,* Many programs;
.especially in alcoholism 'treatment report that they

only accset,,..!voluntary" Omissions and discourage

criminal justice' agencies from coercing clients to

enter their progrants. However, most programs re-'
ported that they, would at least 'notify'the criminal -:,
justice referral ageriFy if a referred client l&t the
program or engaged in criminal behavior. Few; if(
any, substance ,abuse 9ntracts specifically require
the contracting -pro'gram' to cooperate withoicriminal . ,

justice agencies. 4
...:-.7s

Our general 'impression is that criminal justice
agencies exercise even less control over

..

t ose pro-

grams. with which they doctiOC'havrt co Sets. If a
criminal justice ag cy cy desires serious attention to ,

its concerns, it Mu contract with the private ,

programs directly. The larger the proportion of the
program's budget it contributes the more attention

its prioritiesVill likely receive.
A final issue directly related to flexibility and

control must be raised. The image and rhetoric of
contracting assume the,model of a free market
economy in which, the 13bn-tic agency purchases ,

human' services from one ors several of a pool of
prograins willing and able- to provide the service.
Contracts are made with those programs which are,

at the time, offering the best product at the lowest
cost. According to the model, programs will be
motivated to provide maximum -service at minimum

N :
cost because of the competitive' market.

Analysis off some of the major laws affecting a

furYcling agencies and .programs, as Well as our-
fieldwork experience in the five cities suggest that

this image is considerably and increasingly divorced

from reality. Federal administration regulations spec-.

ify the form and content of any program receiving
federal funds directly or indirectly. Even though
these regulations are not always followed, the fact

remains that private programs receiving federal
funds, especially in the substance abuse area, must

he prepared to standardize services in conformity
with these requirements. Those programs, then,

become somewhat distinct froth other programs not

subject to such requirements-. This situation restricts

-the pool of programs eligible for contracts.
Federal legislation also emphasizes a planned com-

0°
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Prehensivs approachtto the delivery of services. The
-single state .11gcncy- every state must have to

minis er its mental health, drug abuse, *alcoholism
and "L AA programs is in every case to construct an

ted system of services.without duplication. Tointe
the extent that particUlar programs become, part of
an integrated system, competition-4s strongly,inhib-
ited. Components.of an integrated-system )cannot be
easily changed Without disrupting that system.

In sum, the system that is developing at the federal
level is one of a planned economy. It has few of the

O

characteristics of the-free market. Entrance to the
field is inhibited.by program requiremptS. Innova-
tion is reduced for the same reason. 'There is less
competitidi among service deliverers. Licensing re-,
quiremtnts are increasingly important. Many private
program take ona quasi-public character as they
receive p blic funds. Perhaps the major difference
betWeen hem and public prograins is that their
employes enjoy.no civil service protections, a
feature:Which does not escape the notice of trade
unions. ,
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II. ,REFERRALS a",11) SERVICES

A. The "keferral Structure"

The referral process in elich of the five cities is
different and quile,comptex. Each city has "developed
its own Method of processing people through the
criminal justice system. to describe these processes
in 'smile de it represenjs a major task; kr. haps, an

;impossible one. -,However, by using a condmou ana-'
lytio'framewtirk for each city, we can present an
ovefview of the referral process Which can be used
to identify commonalities and differences in the

lOstrUcture amcrng the cities.
The referral Structure in a city can be differentiated

into fourflistinct parts (see-Figure 1):
1. Funcling source-. The agency that provides

funding of clients into programs} Some of the more
common funding sources incliAe'the Law Enforce-

. merit Assistance Administration, National 'Institute
of Mental Health, Department of Labor. Division of
Vocatiortal Rehabilitation. Natiaial Institute for Al-
coholism and Alcohol. Abuse, and Natiorial Institute
of Drug Abuse. Another source of funds is entitle:

w

e

AGENCIES OF JURISDICTION AND CUSTODY

-State Probation and Parole .

County Probation and Pardle
Federal Probation and parole
Courts V.
Jails
State Prisons
Federal Prisons

4,

ments of some, sort (i.e., m edia:01 insurance, sdc-ial
security, unemployment).

2. Agency'ofAxisdiction and custody. The agency
that has custodyover a person. Common agencies
include State Probation, State-Parole, County-Pro-
bation, County Parole State Prison, Federal Prison,
Federal Probation, Mieral Parole, County Jail, and
various;; courts.

3..Coordinating agencies. 4. centraliiid agency
that screens and accepts Clients from agencies of

jurisdiction.. Coordinating agencies usually refer
clients to programs. :These agencies generally serve
specific types of clients (e.g., drug abusers, alcohol-
ics, first offers).

./. 4. Community programs.. Public or private pro-
grams that bravide 2lirect serkices to criminal justice
clients. .

c
. ,

B. Relationship of Fncling t Referrals

The refationshik of ttl' four paiks mentioned above
varies frocreity to ct. However, we Can make

FUNDING SOURCES

LEAH
NIDA
NIAAA
DOL
DVR
Gov't Appropriations

ENTITLEMENTS
Sd la! Security~
Veterans Administralion

$

C, $* COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

C, $ C,'S

COORDINATIKIG AGENCIES

Figure 1
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general observations regardi the possible relation- pre release houses, and drug and alcohol detoxifica-,
sltips that oc,cur. tion and treatment. Approximately 5%, tO 8% of

Department of Correctivps commitments are man-Ripding sources'disperse money to agencies of-
aged in community pre-release. There are few

.jurisdiction: (a) Contractual arrangements can
be made; with th coordinating agencies, ences between persons referred and persops main-

Courkiiiqtin tamed in institutions., There. arg .ssome dill rences, c.aOnOes in'turn, contract out

witt
to community Progra

witty the community
(b) Contractual at-

nUnity

,between the population in. the Department of orrec-
rahgementS can be Made, tions-run pre-release centers and privately- n -pre-

release centers, The Parole Division refers clients toprogr
- s - community programS on a limited basisas well 'asFunding source disperse money to the corn-

operates a, special program contracting with privatemunity progra the program makes arrange-
.citizenszfor supervisory 'services to parolees.,"Proba-ments with [he agency of jurisdiction. or ,the

.)iion in Boston apparently uses referrals and contraet,'coOrdThating agencies for referrals.
ing far less-than corIectioris., although 'sera us gans'in.Funding sources disperse money to the coon 1-'
data for, probation preclutV specific Ain-ides. A. nating agenCy: the' coordinating agency makes
special county yegional probation project. OLEAAarrangements with the agencies of jurisdiction

and the community programs. funded) links six District Courts and provides ex- .

Entidement funds may he dispersed to pay for panded'and cbordinated referral services.. This pri):
gram includeS a substance abuse referral service asselected, clients in community programs.
well --- mostly prektrial. °the soordinating agencies

'Referrals may occur in two distinct ways. A client include Treatment Alterm Ives to Street Criene
may he referred from the agency of jurisdiction (TASC) and the Boston 1)?10power Administration:
directly into a community program; Or a client may

In .Dude Counts' the diStingirishing feature ofbe referred to a coordinating agencyl and thgn
referrals to Z'''ommunity-trased programs is - rela-.-referred to a community. program. 'the referral
tively centralized intake for alcohol and °narcoticprocess is dependent upon the funding arrangements
cases; these combined with an active county Prethat exist in the social structure. Client services must
Trial Intervention program and a Comprehensivebe paid for. If the agency of jurisdiction does not
Offender Program direct a large number of cases tohave arlrfunds, the clients must he referred to a
both privately-operated and gOvernment-run proprograrTl that has its own means of support, from
grams. Pre Trial Intervention (P71) 'acceptances con-which the client is entitled to get public benefits.
stitute 12%, 'tif felony arrests. and .PTI successfullyThere is a shortage of information about referrals
completed and nolle-prossed were 6% of all felonyof defendants and convicted persons to community
cases closed in 1975. Central Intake Drugs is a majorbased correctional 'rtograms.,Data are not outinely
source of cases for the government-operated Corn-s, collected and assembled in a manner which permits
ponents and privately-operated Affiliates of the Com-rapid access. Our fieldwork examined referrals com-
prehensive Drug Program (CDP). TASC worksing from: (1) agencie's of jurisdiction and (2) screening
within CDP and supplies clients to Central Intake.and coordinating agencies.
TASC clients are referred about equallf to govern-In five cities referral sourceS(ere studied by
ment and non-government programs: court referralsinterviewing agency personnel And abstracting
go more often to private and non-charged (non-.agency records and caseworker files. For each city.
TASC) applicants go almost exclusively' to privateagencies of jurisdiction varied in the likelihood of
programs.referring cases to programs Ur community settings. in

the type of program utilized,' and in the use of In Honolulu thei-State Department of Corrections
contracts as a means of obtaining' services. Inter- operates pre-release centers as well as contracts with
views with referral source agency personnel identi- privately-operated programs. A small 'number of
fled community organizations and government agen- organizations received almost all criminal justice
cies to which cases were referred and/or with which referrals and contracts. Pre-trial diversion is by
the-referral source had contracts. means of ri deferred acceptance of guilty plea:

In Bosion the Department of Corrections(DOC) Federal Probation and the U.S. Bureau of Prisons
operates community-based facilities directly as well contract with private vendors.for residential services
as contracts with the private sector for programs. and for narcotic urine analysis. One of the priv'ate
The two primary ,services purchased are residential programs, in addition to several residential programs
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operates a job training and placement program for

parolees.
.

Madison presents a marked contrast to Honolulu.
Honolulu has ,the great bull of the state population

and about :90% of the offender population; Madison

(Dane. County) has approximately 5% of piobation

cases for Wisconsin, and about 6% of the parole
admissionS for 1975. No formal coordination of

one rivate 'mentalXicommunity referral exists, but'
health :agency functions as an info I (de facto)
clearinghouse. It is the largest organization' of this

kind in the county and operates several programs

which .receive criminal justice referrals. -A relatively

high, proportion of probation cases. (55%) and parole
. -
cases (65%) are referred to community organizations
for,sot* kind of service. ''... ,

''''iri',5;un Francisco five major referral-source agen-
cies were identified: U.S. Probation and Parole,

State Tafole, County 'Probation, County Parole, and

orje non criminal justice program--the Mobile Assist-

ance 'Patrol (MAP). Rongh estirnates of proportion of

cases referred had tplv used,-Since ceebrd analysis
-==-,Was limited to small, equal-size ,samples of referred

. and non--referred cases. The estimates average
4,...atiout,22% for Federal Probation andlAirole; abou

76% for State Parole (but with a range of indiVidua

estiiinates from 100% to 20%); about 47% for'Munic-

'ipal Court referrals; and about 43% for-Superior

court
(1

of had risk cases would 6e these persons who c

oldgr, single, convicted of sever crimes,- and with
long criminal histories. Good, risk cases are thoge,
perSons viewed as warranting,Special considerations
because 'of their lesser likelihood of'committing other
crimes,_ Moreover, good' risk cases may be referred
because they need Additiolvil help in reducing the

stigma, of institutionalization. Bad risk cases may be

referred to proVe their desire to reform, or because

of the very severity of their circumstance. Such

, referrals may he seen either to demonstrate mdliv-
tion or ,as mechanism to:create motivation. The bask
issue, then, is to determine which of the above
referrarpatterns exist in the different agenbies in five

'cities. Are there'any-differences between those
referred to community programs? If. there are, do
they tend to be ''good risk or bad risk cases?

Client data were collected 'from 10 criminal justice
agencies in the five cities: 1 agency in Boston, 2 in

Dade, I in Honolulu, Madison and in San
Francisco.- These age i ies were .sele because

some general compa
those clients referred' to community programs 'andrre

o s could .be ma e between

those not so referred. Characteristics of clients
ilferre4 and clients not referred were analyzed in

ariat\cross tabulations and in -multiple regression.

lysis":" The most consistent difference between
rsons sent to community-based programs and

those who are not is that those sent are more likely
to be unemployed, and have a more extensive

criminal history,
Generally there was little variation explained byl

any of the variables. However, lack of/ employment

lit
r.

C. Characteristics of Referrals
Community Programs

The ..on-site studies of, referrals to comMunity-
based programS were partly designed to collect data

in agencies of jurisdiction. The data were to he used

in estimating the perCeritage of clients referred to
community prOgram's fof a, given yearfor each

agency in the ,five cities. It had initially seemed
possible. to divide the adjudicated population into

two classes, -referred to community programs" and
-.not referred," thus enabling comparisons by agency

and city. From these data the 'primary question to
be:answered i's: 'are the cases referre/I substantially
different than thcise not referred? Is there "cream-

. ink" of- the best' risks or, on .the other hand, is
referrallo7-a community- based program an additional

-constraint imposed on high risk cases?
Characteristics of persons are us as indicators

of "good risk". and -had risk- cases. Young.
married, person's convict of lesser crimes... or
perSonS. with minimal 'cri al-eglords would be
considered examples of )(-)d risk cases. Examples

1

Table 3 Listing of agencies where comparisons of
.the Characteristics,of referrals and non-referrals can

be made

C'ity Agency

Boston

t)ade County;

Honolula

Madison

Massachusetts Depaftment of Car-' regions'

U.S. Probation'
State Probation a'nd Parole

" Salle Pkirole

State Probation
State Parole

Sah Francisco U.S. Prtpation
County Probation.
State Kiole
County Parole

9 '7



'Table.4 Variables used in regression orrireferred
non-refetred

a. Married (1=yes; 0=no)
b. OFFENSE: DUMMY VARIABLES

A Felony person (1=yes; 0= no)
B Felon-property (1=yes; 0=no)
C Misdemeanor. person (I =2yes; Q=no)
D Misdemeanor property (1=yes;, 0= no)
E Substance abuse ( 1 =yes; 0-=tied)

c. Prior jail (( =yes; 0=no)
d. Prior,prison (I =yes; O =no)

.e. Parole before (1=yes; 0=no)
f. Probation before (1= yes; 0=no)
g. Probation or parole ever revoked (1= yes; 0=no)
h. Juvenile- record (I=yes; 0=no)

Was client employed at the time decision to refer? (1=yes;
0=no) [called -EMPLOYMENT"'

j. Family in area (I=yes; 0=no)
k. Felony conviction within the past 5 years (1, yes; 0= no)
I. Age of client (I =under 30; 0=over 30)

Table 4a Discrimination between referred and
non-referred cases

Actual
Outcome

Predict,
Refer

Predict,
Non Refer

Referred , 66.6% 33.4%
(480) (241) (721)

Non referred . 34.6% 65.4%
(250) (473) (723)

Ungrouped cases ..,1_ (25) (34) (59)
Percent of groDped cases correctly identified=66.6

iVariables (in order of entry) ',' .
Unemployment
Crimhist
Age .
Ethnicity

Canonical correlation,with refer -non refer=.354

-
was the most consistent single, predictor of referral.
It apparent that the initial 'hypothesis of "cream -
in'. or sending goodrisk clients to community

°grams is not consistently supported. However, it
is also apparent that it is not simply a process of
referring `bad risk cases. The best available set of
predictor Variables (chiefly,unemployment and crim-
inal history) across. the sites and between agencies
correctly predicts whether a client is referred to a
community program in only 66% of the cases. See
table 4a.

The meaning of referrals varies and may explain
why the variables do not more accurately distinguish
between referrals and non-referrals. Referrals differ

12'

from .agency to agency. No universal expectation
can be held that the referral cases represent better
risk cases,or poorer risk cases than the remainder of
the population. For some agencies, referrals to
community-based programs represent additional con-
straints on liberty, imposed when the agency is
unsure olthe client. For other agencies, the, referral
is for clients with more favorable prognosis for
adjustment. ProbatiOn ansf parole are often examples
of the first, and pre-release and 'pre-trial 'intervention
programs examples of the second. At times, statutes
define the criteria for referrals, notably for example
in most pre-trial intervention programs which must
take the better'risk cases, sometimes excluding the
older, unemployed, addicted person with prior con-
victions and/or history of violence. Thus, the char-
acteristics vary from agency to agency and from city
to city.

Another reason for the low level of discriminatiie.
power in the variables in explaining,referrals may be
attributed to the notion that referrals are' essentially
a clinical assessment (unless mandated by law as in
pre-trial intervention programs for drug addicts). A
client, is evaluated by,the caseworker and differences
in referrals may be due to variation of the case-
worker's outlook and work habits. For example,
from our observations, it was apparent that some
caseworkers either did not know of programs in the
community, or if they did, they knew very little
about them. In referring clients to programs case-

4, workers r port judging a client by "gut feelings,"
Gut feelin s were based on the client's "attitude,-
"motivation" or the like. Such evaluations are not
based on the client's characteristics but instead on
his or her demeanor. In sum, characteristics of
caseworkers may better predict refe,Tals than do
characteristic of the client.

Another pltsysible reason for client characteristics
not sharply distinguishing between referred and non-
referred cases is:that referral itself is heavily influ
enced by the availability of services and the issue of
payment. In, interviews with agency personnel whO

e decisions to-refer and not refer, these prag-
tic questions arose freguently..Several respond -

ents noted their agencies simply did not or could not
payl for services When their were altematives,-at no
cost to the referral source. Another factor is the
willingness of a Oient to enroll, in a program pr the
capacity of the agency to press him into- enrolling or
apply sanctions if the client3subsequently drOpS out
Caseworkers stated the wiRigness ofan organization
to accept the client and the willingnesi of the,client
to. enroll were the big questions.

0



The laCk of clear intake criteria for service organi-
zations. implies that timing of openings as well as
sheer availability may ove7b-ide particular character-
istics of clients in determining referral. Similarly,
since few referral source agencies had explicit refer-
ral criteria, centralized lists or pools of referral
openings or coordinated programs concerning refer-
rals, the. responsibility for referral rests heavily on
the caseworker. Individual propensities of the super-
vising agent,,availability of services to the agency
and individual client willingness to enroll all may he

more likely to influence who is or is not referred to
a service than characteristics of clients,

The difficulty of assembling data sets on referred/
non-referred is another indication of the information
problems inherent in the widely dispersed activities

/of community corrections. There is no support in
these data however for viewing the referred popula-
tion as a distinctive or highly select portion of the
populatiOn of:adjudicated.defendents.

D. Characteristics of Service Providers: A
National. Survey of Private Organizations

An initial task of the project (prior to the on-site

studies) was to do a national telephone survey of
privately operated community-based programs which

provide services to persons involved in the criminal
justice system. A questionnaire was designed to

gather information on organizational characterfstics
including the origin of criminal justice referrals,
services offered, volume of clients admitted, volume
of splits, failures and losses, funding sources, and

staff characteristics.' In addition to providing a de-
scriptive data base, these data make possible ,com-

parisons of organizations by type of funding, (con-
tract-noncontract) and age of program.

Interviews were completed with the directors, of-
94 organiiations sampled from the directory of the
International AssociatiOrrof Halfway Houses and a

list of LEAA funded programs which met the
screening criteria of: (I) at least 50% of the iirgani-
zations' ,Flients are adults, (2) at least 25%i\ of the

Clients arkreferrars from the criminal justice sYstem.

and (3) the organization is privately operated.
More than half (57%) of the facilities are residential

Only; '22% are mixed and the remainder are non-
resi4ntial,only. Half of them began services in 1972

or la Ter; these represent survivors to 1975 only since

we do not have data on now defunct organizations.

The facilities are located in urbanized regions, most
fiequently in the West, South, Central. and North
Centr2th with fewer in the South. The number of

clients varies widely. About halt of the facilities have

Male clients only; 37% of the facilities have both
males and females; 11% have female clients only.
Males predominate as members even in co-ed facili-
ties. Probation 'and parole are the most frequently

cited legal status of clients served. Programs which

cater to alcohol and narcotics abuse problems are

more numerous than others, despite a sampling
restriction on alcohol-only programs.

In general, size of budget,. size of client caseload,
and size of staff are correlated. It also appears that

the programs *initiated prior to 1972 are more likely

to be currently providing services for larger numbers

of cliehts and have larger budgets than programs
initiated later. Overall about half the programs have

a contract with a government agency to provide
corrections-related services. Facilities which are
wholly non-residential are less likely to have such a ,

contract than are residential facilities. Fewer very
recently started programs-have contracts than older

organizations. Government funding predominates in r

this sample. Most organizations have more than one

source of support. Nearly two-thirds report less than

a per annum income of $150,000.
Directors of programs are predominantly college

educated or professionally trained: 70% had at least

a Bachelor's degree, 84% reported clinical experi-

ence. However, 31% reported being an '"ex-of-
fender" or former client of such a program. These

account for most of the directors with lower levels
of education; ,13% ,f ex-offender directors had
graduate degrees co with 46% of the other
directors, and 60% of t directors wtIct_fire
offenders did not have a liege degree. compared"

With only 15% of the othe d ors.

Organizations headed by ex-offendeil are largely
similar in characteristics to those headed by persons,

without this backgrOund. However, there are some
differences: former offenders run organizations with
smaller budgets, lower mean split and fail rates,/and
different referral sources (courts and social workers 94

rather than probation and parole). These are ,gross

indicators but suggest a somewhat loWep risk clien-

tele.
Programs were quite vague on their criteria for

admisgion mid expulsion. With respect to admission,

a large number simply stated that "it depends so

much on the individua at no general statement can

he made." The mos frequently mentioned criterion

is a policy of open a fissions, qualified only by the.

requirement that the c nt be prepared to abide by
program rules. Term ation, decisions for unsatisfac-

tory clients are ty 'cally 'made by program staff and

13



not clients. There were no instances of specific or
'determinate criteria for termination, and many corn-,
ments that no single criterion is used.

It is widely known that community-based . pro-
grams have' a high turnover of clients. The turnover
occurs because the client walks away, because the
program terminates the client, or because the client
is arrested and confintd for a new offense (some-
times arrest precedes expulsion of the client). Thus
client turnover can be classified pinto three type's:
splits (client leaves without satisfactorily completing
theprograrh), failures (the client is expelled before;'
completing the program), and loss .(arrest or revoca-
tion of furlough, parole, or probrion). Rates for each
class of client turnover were cOrnstrueted by dividing
the number of clients lost through splits in a ear

turn(and in tu those lost through failures and lost) by
the total admissions for the year. In some case the
split rate was reported directly from the organization,
in other instances we calculated it.

The highest split rates occur in programs ,where
the only consequence to the client is that he:or she
would-be dropped-, Mini the .-program' (1974' rate is
62% of admissions). In programs where revocation

i of probation or some other tangible deprivation may
be imposed, split rates averaged 22% and 20%.
'Likewise, the highest split rates were found for
programs with the highest threshold (tolerance) for
failure (averaging 82% for oipnizations where a new
arrest was the point at which removal from. the
program occurs). However, a nigh non-response rate
on this item (41% of sample) makes interpretation
risky. Orgdnizations withcontracts have a 'higher
split rate than organizations without (46% for con-
tract, 26% for non-contract). The failure rate (expul-
sions) is higher for organizatiOns which had no
sanctions, for splitting, and a high tolerance of failure;
the failure rate is higher for contract than for non-
contract pitgrams (26% as compared with 17%).

Multivariate analysis (multiple regressions, factor
analysis, and discriminant analysis; was employed to
determine whether differences exist between pro-
grams operating on contract with criminal justice
agencies and those which do not have such con-
tracts. The analysis failed to deAmtititrate strong
differences between contracting programs and oth-
ers.' .Ass

E. Characteristics of Service Organizations;
On-Site Studies in Five Cities,

The absence of directories and a sampling frame,

'Statistical table, relevant to the statements made in this survey Ale to he found in the
complete report of this project
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as well as an interest in the context within which
contracting takes place, prompted the project to
choose urban areas for study and tofefate commu-
nity based contracting programs by st approaching
the source of the referrals of clients from justice and
corrections agencies.

°In part, the first task of the project in any of the
cities, in which data were collected was to define and
lOcate the elements of the private sector in commu-
nity corrections, and the relevant government admin-
istered programs with which to make comparisons.
Project field staff were urged to follow up leads on
likely organizations providing services to justice or
corrections agencies,

The organizations selected for study do not consti-
tute a random sample from a known populapon_of
all contractors and government operated community
programs in the cities studied. Precisely because
there was no adequate list, the study ,started with
referral source agencies and built up a list for each
city. I4. would not have been useful to pretend that
available directories of halfway houses or grant
recipients denoted a population of programs which
provided services for justice and correctional agen-
cies. ,

The effort was to be inclusive. Interviews were
conducted with all organizations which were identi-
fied as providing services to court, probation, correc-
tions or parole referrals. The organizations omitted
consisted almost entirely of those, whose primary
interest is in services to a population the majority of
whom are not involved in criminal justice proceed-
ings or under sentence. For example, although we t
learned of referrals to community mental health
centers, we did not include these in the interviews
unless the particular program or screening unit was
identified to us as having a special interest or service
for criminal justice clients. Thus'for example, merely
being an alcoholic treatment program was not enough
for inclusion in this study; what was required was
that the organization be identified by a correctional
or justice agency as receiving probationers or paro-
lees, or as having a contract for providing services:

The organizations in which data were collected
range from the very small to the very large. They
include both residential and non-residential pro-
grams, with management both by government and
private firms. Residential programs admit fewer per-
sons, have smaller average populations, -and are
somewhat more specialized in having a higher pro-
portion of admissions from criminal justice and
corrections' ageneies.

Among the organizations providing referral details,



Table 5, Government agencies and private organizations classified by primary, source of contract: percent

of all admissions are referrals from Justice and Corrections

RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS
Total

Admissions
Mean

Admissions

Percentage Referred from
Justice and Corrections

Government Operated In) In)

Criminal Justice Funds 709 141.8 - (5) 100.00 (5)

Substance Abuse 736 184.0 (4) '-74.13 %. (2)

Private Organization
Criminal Justice 925 102.8 (9) 85.20 (9)

Substance Abuse 8,819 629:9 (14) . 71.47 L(13),

Other 2,267 377.8 (6) '\23.23 (6)

Unclassified 23 23 (1) 100.00 (I)

Totals 13,479 345.61 (39) 71.77 (36)

NON-RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS

GoviRnment Operated
,...------Catninal Justice Funds 2,978 . 425.42 (7) 89..3,7 (7)

Substance Abuse 26,360 ' 2,t36.00 (10) 41.36 (6)

Other 9,844b -,. 894.91 (II) 55.18 (II)

Private, Organization
CiMinal Justice 12,624 901.71 (14) 70.57 (12)

LN Substance Abuse 13,154 822.13 (16)- 30.31 (16)

\ Other 14,953 996.87 (15) 58,41 (15)

Unclassed 420 210 (2) 40.63 (I)

-- Totals 80,333 4-1,071.10 (75) 54.84- (68)

Management

Admissions Percent Referred
fitiM Justice

(N)
and primary

source of contracts or funds Residential (N) Non-Residential (N)

a4wernment
.; Justice 73 (I) 14 (I) ioo.od (I)

Substance Abuse. 664 (I) 454 (I) tz' 21.91

'Other 85 (I) 50 (I) 69.63 (n

Total
63.8

Private
Justice ,795 (6)( 1,594 (6) 64.49 (6)

Substance Abuse 5.821 00) 7,692* (9) 44.95 (9)

'Other 2,456 (9) 3,696 (9) 30.15 (8)

Total
41 to

Unclassified 45 '(1) 54.21 (1)

9,939 (29r 13,502 (28) 47.35 (27)

One extreme case-48,000 removed.

'those operated directly by government had 24.7% of justice agencies comprise 22% of all p'ograms (and

the volume of justice and corrections referrals; the
private sector accounted for 75.2%. The cases re-
ferred to each type of organization are proportional
to the numbers of such programs.

One of the striking facts is the proportion of clients
referred from justice and correCtions- ageticie's to
community programs whose primary source of sup-
port is drug or alcohol abuse funds (such as NIDA
or NIAAA), or contracts from Department of Labor,
Vocational Rehabilitation, or Mental Health. Private
programs whose primary support is from criminal

29.2% of the private programs); they handle 24.5%
'of the clients referred by justice and corrections
source6 (but 32.6% of clients sent by justice and
corrections to private programs). Programs whose
primary support is a contract with a drug or alcohol
treatment agenc'y comprise 29% of all organizations
and 39.6% of private organizations. mThey receive

28.3% of the criminal justice referrals and 37.6% of
such referrals to private programs.

Private organizations with other sources of pH-
mary support comprise 3% of all organizations and

' 15



Table 6 Referrals from Criminal JuStice agencies
into types of programs

Percentage of all
clients referred

from Justice Percentage of all
sources going to programs

Management each type interviewed

_Government
Justice 5.4% 10%
Substance Abuse 7.9% 24.7% 7% 26%
Other 11.4% 9%

Private
Justice 24.5% 22%
Substance Abuse 28,3% 75.2% 29% 74%
Other 4, 22.4% 23%

Total (45,857) (142)

30% of all pri;ate programs; they get 22.4% of the
agency referrals which is 27% 'of all referrals to
private programs. By comparison, community pro-
grims directly operated by corrections agencies con-
stitute 10% of all organizations surveyed, supervising o.
5.4% of all caws referred from justice sources, which
are about 22% of all cases directly supervised by
government. Thus, most programs surveyed are
neither directly corrections (government) adminis-

- tered Mir are they private programs primarily funded
by contracts from justice and corrections funding
'sources. Instead, other types of support fund the
majority of cases, referred; coupled with the fact that
most organizations service a mixed clientele of
"offenders" -and others, if is an indication of the
dispersed character of community corrections.

The data collected ,proVide impressive indicatiOn
of the under-utilization of capy in the community:
based programs. FM- privafely operated residential
programs funded primarily through criminal justice
contrasts; 69% of capacity (bed space) was reported
utilized; for drug and alcohOl programs in the private
sector, the percentage was higher (86%). The overall
mean (including eight government operated commu-
nity-based programs) was. 77% of capacity utilized.
Private sector organizations operating non-residential
programs only averaged' about three quarters capac-
ity; government run non=residential programs were
somewhat higher. All organizations with a mix of
residential and min-residential prOgrarns averaged
81.5 and 77.5% of capacity. in residential and non-
residential programs, respectively. It should be noted
that at the time of the survey, institutional over-
crowding -was a serious .problem in Massachusetts
and Florida, and prison conditions were viewedas
probletnatic in all five states (the Hawaii State Prison
had been taken over by theNational Guard and the
Director of Corrections was summarily sacked; Mas-
sachusetts experienced guard strikes and inmate riots
in Walpole prison; Florida was obliged to release
prisoners en masse in respOlise to court. rulings on
prison conditions).2 The fact that; at this time, unused
space existed in community corrections facilities

'The 35th annual report of the Florida Probation and Parole Commission (1975)-
states:

Prisons in Florida are bursting at the seams. Tents have been erected on prison
grounds to provide temporary housing for the overflow. New prisons are being
hastily constructed and other emergency measures are being taken. Yet, prison
population projections for the future hold little hope for much improvement of the
situation.

Table 7 'Cat city ntiliEed

Management and
Primary Source of

, Contract Funding

,
Organizations With Organizations With
Residential/Programs Non-Residential

Only Programs Only

Mean % . (n)- Mean %

government
j Justice 74.68 (4) 60.60

Substance Abuse , 82.45 4) 93.76
Other - - 90.10

Private
° Justice 69.03 (8) 75.46

Substance Abuse 86.39 (13) 72'62
Other 74.11 (6) 75:76

Unclassified 36.67 (1) 100.00
Missing Qatit (3)
Grand Mean 77.37 . 79.31

l'brt-a4 ,Number of Cases 139)

(10)
(12)
(8)

(75)

(n)

(5)
(10)
(7)

(22)

Organizations With a Mix of:
Residential and Non-Residential

Mean % (n) Mean % (n)

70.00
88.89

(I) 65.71 (I)
(I)

74.19 , (5) 82.29 (2)
78.67 (9) 78.29 (8) ..
89.50 (9) 76.74 (5)
75.00 (I)

(3) (13)
81.47 77.52

129) (29)

et/
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Table 8 Referrals from Criminal Justice tigencir, by

Totql
Refe d°

13,659
3,383.

. 3,884

5,880

12,610
3,28k
2,617

538.

45,857

r

Percent
from

Source

29.8% Police
7.4% Attorneys
1.5% Court

Probation

, from confinment
7.2% Prerelease
5.7%
10%

99.9%

Referral instead of sentence or in some cases
instead of trial

Referral of persons sentenced to a loose form
of community supervision

Referral of peisons who have been confined
for current offense

Parole
Other source of referral (usuJly another community based program)

Percent
of all

Referrals.

46%

13%

40%

indicates this sector does not function as an alterna-

tive to confinement, despite extepaive legislation and
funding arrangements authorizing such use.

If referrals arelexamined by source it is clear that
community-base4 programs-do not operate to relieve

use of confine,* in the justice system. Data exist
on the source bf over 45,000 referrals to the corn
munity programs ,studies. Of those, 46% come from

sources which made the referral in lieu of sentence
or in some cases prior to trial. (Some of the "court
referrals" are probably probation cases due to local
classification variations.)

The bulk of these which come in lieu of sentence

(30% of all cases referred) are police referrals almost
all consisting of pick up and delivery to a sober-up
service in San Francisco. The majority of the other

cases are referred furl court in pre-trial diversion,

mostly young perstins with no serious criminal
history. Few of these persons could be said to,have
avoided confinement by referral to community-based

programs. (A possible exception is the person who
might have served jail time for, marijuana use or
drunken driving.) Another 13% are cases from pro-

bation; these have been sentenced to probation and
would not have gone to confinement. Interview data

from these indicate that the consequences for ctient

drop-otit in this category do not normally lead. to
revocation of probation, bur instead to another effort

at referral. The remaining 40% of referrals are from

jail, 'prison. (including pre-relirse) or parole. Clearly
these clients have already been confined_ and the
community-based program is 'not an alternative but
an addition to the sentence. The function of commu-

nity programs for pre-release may be important in
shortening the sentence time inside institutions, but

cannot be said to have provided a means' of avoiding

confmement.
The system of community corrections envisioned

by liberal reformers as an alternadve to traditional
modes ..of incarceration' has instead been employed
by couictions professionals working within the tra-
ditional system to acquire low or no cot services
with which to run programs for persons who
are not likely to be incarcerat d. The 'great bulk of
referrals therefore do not represent alternatives to
confinement but supplements to it.

In describing ch teristics of private sector con-
tragors versus g enunent operated programs, di-

rect budgetary omparisons are difficult and May in

some instances be misleading because of different
accounting practices No simple assumption of
equivalence of services provided is warranted; re-
ported .budget and reported costs are examined
(budget compared with client population). Residential
programs arie more expensive than non-residential,
but the varilance for both types of programs is high.
Mean daily costs for residential programs ran $16 to

$25 per day while non-residential services average
$10 to $15 per day. The annual budget of programs,
the compotents of the budget and the sources of!
income are discussed 6elow.3

Staff si varied across organizations. Approxi-

mately 30% had between 1 and 5 members; another
30% had between 6 and 10; on the high end of the
scale about 9% of organizations had a staff of over
30 persons. Staff allotments were adbut 55-67% of
full time equivalents (FTE) to program positions,

'The phone survey of private programs throughout the united States comptited

the mean daily per person cost of 125 residential programs at $23.99. This is nearly

identical to the 5 cities estimate of $24.82 for private residenta programs.
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Table 9' Mean.daily costs (in 1975 dollars)

Programs

MixedResidential Non-Residential

Governrent ob-

Criminal Justice
Abuse

16.12

18.57
(4)
(I) 16.61

23.35
4.11 10.36

(6) r
45)

5.15
49.79 (I)

Cither 10.62 (8)
Privatti

Criminal Justice .26.84, (8) 6.25 (II) 15.00 (6)
Drug Abuse 28.$4 (II) 24.82 8.76 15.67 (II) 27.00 18.16
Other 10.79 (#) 28.81 (10) 12A4 (9)

Unclassified 43.89 11) 6.45 (I) 91.71 (I)Grand Mean 24.05 (29) 13.56 (52) 21.5.0 (25)S.D. 22.40 22.42 29.95

-Table N =106

Average der capita daily costs:,
Public Residential
Private Residential
Public non-Residential
Private non-Residential
Public- Mixed *
Private Mixed

N

A = 1.6.61
24.82

(10.36

15.67

27.47
== .18.16

101

f Organizations having both residential and nonresidential clients.
a

Table 10 Staff size and breakdowns: mean.FtEs

Total Staff
Size

Number of
Organizations

Senior
A.dmihistrative

Staff

Professional
Program

Staff

Otter
Program

Staff
Suppoo#r

Staff

1-5 41 .9 1.1 .6 .6
6-10 45 1.9 2.7 1.7 1.4
11-15 30 3.2 2.1 2.1 2.1
16-30 19 3.2 ,8.2 5.9 3.9
Over 30 14 5.0 26.9 6.4 9.6

between 13 and 23% to administrative and from 13
to 19% to support positions.

The client-staff ratio is relatively uniform across a
range of different kinds of programs. Classification
of programs on government-private operation, and
on primary source of agency support or contracts
shows all but government operated programs on
"other" funds have similar client staff ratios. For
government justice agency programs, the client-staff
ratio is 6.9 to ,,1; for private organizations it is 8.3 to
1. For government drug programs the client-staff
ratio is 8.8 to 1; for private prograins the correspond-
ing figure is 6.7 to--b. There is considerable variation
in client-staff ratio, of Course, between residential

18

and non-residential programs. For exclusively resi-
dential programs it ,is 2.86 to 1; for non-residential it
is 13.19 to 1; for the mixed programs the client-staff
ratio is 5.84 to 1.

Government and private residential programs pri-
marily supported by criminal justice funds are quite
similar in client-staff ratio (2.88 as compared with
2.58). Drag residential programs are similar (govern-
ment is 2.08 to 1, while private is 2.94 to 1). The
non-residential programs are larger and there are no
consistent differences between government and pri-
vate programs. For whatevoer value it is as an
indicator of organization contact with clients, the
nrivate)organization does not sharply differ from the

ti



public sector in any consistent fashion on client-staff

ratio. ,

P. Services
Services provided by various programs, and the

allocation of staff time, client time and org ization
resources to theSe:services are difficult to,,delc 'be in
any but the most general terms. (A vocab is

needed to specify activities structured by the rgani-

zations or behavior of staff whieh constitutes s cific
services to clients.) Using the most general and
conventional categories, organizations most fre-
quently reported providing in-house indivdual and

.,gyoup counseling (91% and 75% of orgAnizations,
respectively). Emploirnent placement, medical serv-
ices, financial support, and vocational training were
next most often mentioned (64%, 51%, 44%, and

43% reporting). ,

4.,

In additia.n_tosLinding contracts, organizations and
agencies 'me enter into formal arrangements
whereby one Itarty agrees to provide a service to
clients "sent" y another, but with no funding
provided by the'sendtng or receiving organization or
agency. This arrangement may exist between an
agency of jurisdiction and a community-based pro-
gram or between cqmmunity-based programs them-
selves. The "service" agreements typically concern
identification and referral* criteria for "referral accept-
ance and/or provision of a service where no money
changes hands. With such arrangements it is often
difficult to determine who has ultimate responsibility
for service deliyery.

Examination of the sample of 154 community
correction organizations indicates that 51 of them
had at least one formal agreement for free out-of-
house services. A total, of 95- service agreements
were reported Where ne fee for service was paid (out

Table II., Client-staff ratio (ht'erage daily papulationIstaff FTE)

CLIENT-STAFF RATIO
N of

OrganizationS

-Government
Criminal Justice

i 6.9 r (II)
Residential 2.88 (4 V
Non-Residential 9.71 (6)

Mix s
6.29 (I)

Drug
8.8 y j(21)

Residential 2.08 (4)

.Nan-Rpidential 17.52 (10)

Mix
I 1.56 (I)

Unclassified , . 8.46 (6)

Other
22.4 (9)

Non-Residential (8)

Unclassified 2.89 (1)

(41)

Private
Criminal Justice 8.3 (26)

Residential 2.58 (8)

Non-Residential 14.67 (11)

Mix 5.07 (6)

Drug
6.7 (38)

Residential 2.94 (12)

Non-Residential 10.21 (15).

Mix 5.36 (10)

Other
8.0 (26)

Residential 3,58 (61

Non-Residential 10.47 (111

MiX 7.89 (9)

(90)

8.64 (131)

21 cases nut sufficient data
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Table 12 Services reported hys orgutitittions

Number reporting service provided:

Service
In

House
In House
& Outside

Only
Outside Pct.

Individual. Counsel-
ing
oup Counseling

124

110

16

i

2

4

, 98%)

83%
C mtinity living 54 3 13 48%
Me 'cal services __ 36 15 40 63%
Vocy 'onal training 30 = 13 33 52%
Reme ial education 33 7 '27 46%
Employment place- 50 14' 19 57%

ment
Legal services 21 28 - t 39%

..Housing assistance 28 20 35%
Financial assistance
Religious services

44

16

11

2.

38% otc
14%

Total cases (base) =145
No information 6_5

154

of a total of 414 agrbements, formal and informal,
free 'r paid for, with outside serviep providers). The
set-vices most frequently provided $y agreements not

volving payment were medical services with 26
erent organizations having those provided by

ternal sources, under a service agreement. The
next most frequently provided free service was out-
of-house vocational training provided to 13 programs.

G. Program Reporting

In satisfying their need for clients and funds,
community programs subject themselves to the de-
mands. of referral and funding agencies. These de-
mands usually involve reporting on the '4 tus and
progress of clients and on the expenditure of funds.
In those cases in which a criminal justice agency
refers clients but does not purchase services, remts
are usually limited to status andoLogre,ss reports. kt
those cases in which an agenCy. sends funds but does
not refer clients, the agency usually requires expend-
iture repolt1 and some documentation of the quantity
of services rendered but is seldom interested in the
-particularities of clients referred by a specific agency
of the criminal justice system. Only in cases where a
criminal justice agency sends both funds and clientr
to a program does it usually require accountability
with respect t2 both the status and progress of the
offender and The expenditure -of funds.

The most strict set of reporting requirements exists
in the area of funding with virtually every organiza-
tion being periodically- accountable to its funding

20

Table V Service agreements: number.bf "formal"
arrangements AK provision of out-of-house service,

no funds exchanged

Frequency Percent

Medical services 26 f 27
Vocational training; counseling,

placement . 13 15

Remedial education 10 12

Communal counseling 9 9
Individual counseling 8 8

Employment placement 8 8
Legal services 8

41,
8

Group counseling 5 0-3 5
Housing , 3 3

Religious services 3 3 .

Financial 12

95 100

source. Frequency, of reporting varies from nearly
continuous monitoring ,through reports at quarterly
intervals. Programs providing services on a tee-for-
service basis usually submit billings monthly to the
funding agency. In addition, programs may be re-
quired as a condition of funding to submit to periodic
program evaluation and-fmancial audit.

Reports of nonfunding criminol justice referral
sources concerning the progress 0 clients are char-

-'acterized by somewhat mote lo 'Seness than are
financial reports. Some programs agree to submit
written reports at egular intery 1 s regarding any
client referred f m a particular criminal justice
agency. Others negotiate a reporting 'schedule tai-
lored to the interests of the referring agency concern
ing each individual client. In'- probation and parole
departments, in ech individual caseworkers are t
primary- contact ith commitnity_prograrits, reports
are usually informal between the program and the
caseworker. 'Except in the case of splits, when the "
program typically contacts the caseworker, most
informal reporting consists of telephone calls by the
caseworker to the program. This process is hit and
miss if-carried out at all. Many caseworkers gave the
impression that unless they hear otherwise they
assume everything is going all right.

For the most part the level of agency rn storing
encountered in this study was limited to I nthly or
quarterly cost reports c = . This does
little to addros t more important question of
impact acconn ity. If the purpose of enrolling
correction c tents' in this myriad of programs is to
achieve change, there needs to be' some way of
assessing and evaluating this change. Among most of

0 -1.
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the programs studied the best'
ity is process rather than im
accomplishments are reported in terms of numbers

clients completing program stages; services of-

red; out-client (post graduation) 'contacts With

die . There was widespread inability on the 'part

of strators and program staff to account for
turnover rates or value partial services: This latter is

_indeed a, critical issue because (1)any programs
have dichotomous outcome measuresa client is
"drug free" orlhe is notand (2) many c nts leave
the prOgram or receive "intomplete" to ations
(expelled).",it few tograms impose their own ccess

criteria and definitions cif ce units. This as not
in response to agency de ands but rather an internal

--/ organization decision establish performance meas-

, ures and account to emselves: '

ailable accoubn
t oriented: project

H. Neighborhood Support and pposition

e need on the one hand to prevent or neutralize
borhOod opposition and on the other to MObi-

lize community support' are important problems 'or

Thmost-kunian serviceorganizations, particularly those
treating stigmatized people such as "criminals" or
"dope addicts". The issues ihvolved areiof consid-

le complexity.
esidential programs treating drug and alcohol

---'---addicted clients have the most trouble with commu-

nity opposition (with non-residential drug programs

such as one inAintenarice -also attracting op=

position)11hadiere has been a varied response with

respect to hostility with most .programs actively
promoting themselves to neighbors and the entire
urban region, while others have either been able to
successfully ignore their tipponent or had solid

-ethnis-base of support from the
,

ediate comfit'-
- nitV cd

Three situations seemed to be prevalent. In one,
the organization grew from a broader mobilization of
neighborhood-ethnic or community forces such as a
black community multi-services center, or a hispanic

or Italian neigh orhood center. In this type of
organization the is nkaximum -dependence of the
organization o specific support frorh an ethnic
community but' that support is .usually not pro le-

male. Ironically, although usually short of fun g,

sometimes receipt of federal contract or grant ds

may raise an issue with- the. supporters for some
programs, which these- organizations hav,e had to
carefully 4ddress. In a second tYpe of situation the

orik,hizafiOn has a recognized' right to locatioR and

may seek to increase or manikin working ties with
community interest groups. Here the eftzcis to
neutralize actual or potential opposition. Public \rela

tions and efforts at opening .communications with
other groups are foci of directors and'staff time'. In a

third situation an organization is attempting to estab-
lish-a location or is fighting for survival against legal;

or pressure group opposition.

1.7
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COr AND SOURCES OF SUPPORT
rA. Finances

State and local units of government funded the
largest proportion of the 119 organizations respond:,
ing (47.1% and 42.0%, respectively) and contributed
38.5% of thealmost $28 million in total dollar volume
(but much of this is ultimately Federal funds_ from
LEAA or NIDA). The federat level accounted-for
28.2% of the total dollars and funded 33 organza=
'ems (27.7%).

sidential prokamg displaY low negative correla
tions betyveen the pefcent of crirhinal justice referrals

, and the number of filindiqg and referral sources:Nlis
ma' indicate some movanent toward programs ex-

'e clusively for clients frOm a single source, even
though probation, .parole, and/ prison clients may
come from that source and be competing for prod
grams slots. Low negative relationships between the
number o services provided, and dill. proportion of
referrals f m pre-trial (-.2004) and post-institutional ,
(-.3282) stages of crin*al justice were found, that is,
organizations receivirrg propo'rtiohately more clients
from fewer referral sources provided fewer services
an ,expected market effect of monopsmy. 4 Measured
in another way, the number of services provided by,
a residential organization varied directly (.4601) with
he number of funding, sources; although this may be
e result of larger total budgets being associated

with more sources.
Similar results o4 these variables were not found

for non-residential programs, but the number of
programs therein was 'positively related to- funding
(.3474) and referral sources (.3328). The negative
correlation (-.3435) between percent, pre-trial and
post-institutional referrals tends to reinforce the ex-
clusiviivf clientele for any particular vendor which
may Contribute to monopsonistic polver, on, the

wdemand side. Findings similar to the above were not
found, for;combined residential/non-residential pro-
grams (mix). .

Financial arrangements may Ovary significantly in
terms of when payments are made in the service

'Mon psony a concentration of one or two buyer, jut a, monopoly i, a ,

concentration of production in one seller). addition to creating a separate p-rograrli entity, a

nJ

,delivery proce the basis for determjh g unit costs
and the units o rvioe (clients, client days, etc:). A
block gran( may clude startup costs, cover only a
portion of org zations total budget, specify numbe
of-rtients to

d&
rviced, 'etc. How'these fman al

terms are spewill impact, on the fires cash
flow; the ltds' of clientArelated and accounting data
it coned's, towable overhead rates and a, host of
other factors related to the organization's - internal
manage ent.

Whe her -for-Service or flat grants prodUce
lower co ervices, other things being equal, cannot
be determine , a priori, but they create very different
incentives. lat grant minimize vendors' risk in
maintains sufficient referrals to remain in business; .

it is the agency's responsibility to assure the sejvice
is fully utilized. (This is often not done; one case
included in The study was financed by a third party'
and had never operated at more than one-fourth
Capacity.) Under a fee-for-service arrangement, how-
ever, the risk is transferred to the supplier, because'
fixed costs will require a certain level of referrals for
revenues to begin approaching a break-even point.
On the other hand, fee-for-service may include
undesirable effects if the service provider is inter-

ested in maintaining a certain market share and thus
delays admission when program capacity is reached.

Since this was a cross-sectional study, it was not
possible to exarnine rigorously the entry and exit of
firms' rom the market. During field intep'iews how-
ever, three factors suggested themselves: scale of
operations, experience delivering similar services to
otherr lient groups and organized coMmunity sup-
Po

A large organization (budget olveiitl million)
ivering vocational rehabilitation se on one

site was able to enter the market arid establish its
creditability by giving Oteferential treatment to just
tice system clients prior ,to, any contractual agree-
ment. Another large organization set up an /almost
identical offshoot of an e is in (on hich itgp ro gram ,w

held a monopoly) ,ro treat criminal justice clients. In
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variation on funding was seared. The du-lier,pro-
.

it-gram was fee - for- service, while t criminal justice
program was block-funded on an urly estimate per

. treatment intervention-
....It May- not be necessary however. for "a large
established firm to have a contract directly with a
justice agency, if 1has a problem focus such as

.. ' drugs. A residential/non-residential drug program in
one city has 70% law violators but only 10% orifs
funds were derived from justice agencies. In this
case, the criminal justice priclg created a ready
pool of potential clients whidh would be paid for by
someone.

Several providers originated from community or-
ganizations/ which either were al9'e to 'establish a
Pe rrnice history and then receiv(e -funds or to

nancial support for initiating services. In one
instance, a community organization used its own
funds and donated services to back -a lay counseling,
program;but, 'three years later, was able to establish
a separate organization with criminal jlotice monies./
A residential, halfway house program in another city

grew out of citizens' concerns for releasees from a
state institution.

The above examples are intended to bek,,only
illustrative of three common factors which appear to
have been instrumental in several firms' entry into.
the triSrket. Given that most organizations studied

.,_ woulii be considered small businesses with failure
rates attending such operations, a more rigorous,'
time series analysis of tile phenornjjpn would` shed
additional light oh the underlying causes of failures

and successes.
.

A

B. Product Differentiation
Product differentiation or ispeCialization in the

correctional services markets examined by this study
tended to be either along a need/problem or client
dimension. Transportation to, a detox center is an
example of the first type; general purpose "halfway
houses, ike, second. There are also mixed specializa-

tions. Drug tritam-ent,in a therapeutic community is
principally problem-oriented but attempts to serve all

of the client's needs. A residential program for
women conceniates first and foremost on gender
but deals with all problems associated with these
persons. Of the Sample of organizations studied in
depth during_ this project', some newer organizations
(receiving in some cases substantial funding) tended,

to be those with a new area of specialization. They
had identified (or created) a problem group and set

up a hielarchy to treat it. Several for

women fall into this class as do some of th6 drug
and alcohol programs. 41

Entry into the correctional services airket as
discussed earlier suggested an organization's-scale of
ope ation, 1s track record and political support as"

or factors.?Organizations lacking some or all of
these iitributes might. be, well servieg to lies ify a
"new" area'of neexl and propose to treat it. Fol ow-
ing is a brief discuSSion of organizations siudiel in-
depth which offeredisome kind of specialization in-

, order to enter the colrectiorial services. market.
Women's programs observed in two cities clearly

Pwete able to enter the market and obtain funding
because of -their/specialization in both clients and-
trvices. One ptogram limited its 4lentsto women
with no history of drug abuse or violende and was
able t6 enter, the market in a city with an old, well-
established social service delitreey, syptern and a
14aucity of criminal justice contracts.\The other
speciAizedin women drug offenders Who generally
either had children or were pregnant. In both cases
funding appeared to be "generous" and- monitoring

minimal. (The efficiency implications ani clienylimi-
tations will be discussed later in this section.) Staff
outnumbered residents due to the variety of services
deemed necessary for the clien6.

The others entered the corrections' market by
taking specializal mental health services already -\
being provides to the .non-offender population and
making them availaIllie to correctional clients. One
organization accomplished this without criminal jus-
tice money; the other renamed' the program in order
to obtain funding (andclients).

Specialization in legal services and transportation
enabled two other programs to operate in one site
studied. In one, legal (and other) services are pro-
vided to jail prisoners. The other program was a
Pick-up service for public intoxicants designed to
reduce drunk-in-public 'arrests. Interestingly, such
arrests have remained ,constant, yet the program
continues. One Miami program s initiated by
focusing on drug and Other substance buse troblems
long before this area was a public pn rity. Primarily
privately funded at first, i! later was a le to enter the
public moneskrnarket when support for these services
became more prevalent.

C. Capacity Utilization
This statistic has grtat relevance for a firm see ing

to operate effitiently. It is a comparison of a ow

(average dailyLpopulation) with a stock (total be s or
4' -- w

client spaces). ' .
4



' hrtable 7 it was shown that e averages for, the
organizations ranged from a m of 77.4 percent for
residential programs, to a me of 81.5% fbrs the
residential component of mixed PrograMs. The dis-
persion of program values around, these means was
quite4arge. Only half of those repotting were. oper-
ating At.better than 80% of capacity. Average daily

. populations for all organization types were fairly
small. Improving Vapacity utilization is thus a matter
of filling few client spaces. .,-.., i

1Under utilization may arise fOr several- reasons.
For any-program, lack of referrals can be a problem,
and the tighter the restrictions on acceptable clients

/_(i.e., the more specialized a .prograrn ), the mdre
y- this 'problem will' be 'chronic'. °O e program

ecializing in the woman, offender men lied earlier
rated' at 28% (5,5 clients) of acity-?because

they could not find a largenougb, pool of "quali-
fied" clients, due to the program's highly selective
screening.

External constraints may also reduce capacity
utilization. The other women's program cited /earlier
had a house capacity of 12, but was prohibited by

. zoning restrictions from housinI moribthan six
wjjnen. A pick-Up 'service fbr public inebriates had
the resourcesoto pick up 75 persons in a' 24 -hour

. .
penod, but was limited to an average of 23 because
of the lack of bed space at detox centers.

Greater incentive to adjust staff altd resources
result when clients are funded on a' kr diem basis:
the organizatton is only paid for clientactifally being
served. One successful halfway house spends a great
deal of time at referral agencies seeking clients
because most of their funding is per diem.

Organizations were asked a series of questions
regarding determinantg of capacity and their re-
sponses to overcrowding and underutilization. Staff
size Was cited by 50% of the respondents as a major
determinant of capacity. Bed space is a major
constrainton residential (and a few non-residential)
programs. Budget limitations'weye a factor for 26%

*Jot' all programs. Organization policy was a factor for
21%A, and the number of criminal' justice referrals
constrained 13%.

OrgaMzational response to either overcrowding or
eicessive capacity yielded some interesting answers.
Two-thirds of the programs say that they would
respond to over5rowdIng by dela g admissibns.
Only \one-third Auld 'refer to of organizations,
8% shorten the client's program and % alter client
status (e.g., change from id-patient to out-patient).
Apparently, the criminal justice system referrers rein-
force this pcilicy of delay 'by not forcing referrals to

,

other programs. (It shouldbe remembered, however,
that underutilization ratherthan overcrowding is the
problem in community corrections.).

D. Length of Stay

How long, a client rateives the services of a
program has implications felt cost, and, 'indirectly,

'the definition of a unit of service. Some unit cost
differences are readily- apparent. In Boston, for
example, several residentiaLprograms provide pre-
release services. The costs for completed &lilts of
service are very similar between the lowest priced
program and the moderate ones simply beemise thy'
average (and in some case planned)Iength of stay is

rtshoer for the latter. These' programs contrast
sharply with one case which not only has a higher
daily cost but a substantially longer planned length
of stay: a five-foid cost differen4 emerges. The
employment programs in Miami exhibit similar char-
acteristics. Te daily costs of one Xgram are almost
twice as high 'as another; only a touch, shOrter
average length of stay for the first keeps thettots11
service costs clOse.

E. Volunteers
I.

Qp average, volunteers comprised 15% of total
staff complement. Non-resicicatiprograms had, the
greatest mean hours of volunteer t This may
partially account for the substantial c

t
(mean draily

cot and bed space) differential between their pro-1/4
grams and either reiidential or mOted programs.

( Idgeneral, private organizationse more likely to
use volunteers than are- govtrnment agencies, and
volunteers contribute a greater, proportfon of total
ours worked iri private organizations than in gov-

ernment programs. ))
It appears clear that some programs could not

compete, others could not survive and some could
not meet their program objectives without volun-
teers.. One halfway houie organivtion pays lower
salaries, is able to "divideZits senior administrators
between several facilities, and uses volunteers in
order *to remain competitive. A. therapeutic conunu-
nity-drug treatment' program receivedinadequate
funding to operate its, house at capacity. In order tc;"-
accomplish this, the staff, in their awl ,words, do a
lot of, "hustling'!: seelking ,out inexpensive food
sources, soliciting contributiOns\ running fund-raising
activities and using clients as volunteers. A program
in Miami Avbich al§o engages in such activities
"saves" 21% of its budfet in its non-residential



Table Volunteers

Organiiation
Characteristics

, Mean Hours
Weekly

(Rouniled)

NE:u11-'rime
o Equivalent

(FTE)

fjull-Time PaidNumber
":.)

1-5 _.!IiiCk..-4-§ti:-., e, 4.9 (41.) 1.7.

6-10 .? '"), 97 -05) 2.4

11-15 ' 47 (30) 1.2

16-30 77 (19) 1.9 '4.

over 34- I92 (14) 1: 4.8

Program Type
Residential ° 38 (36) .9

Non-Residential ____ 141 (72) 3,5

Mixed 41 (29) 1.0
--_-_-_-_-

programs and 1.1% in its residential operations
through the use of volunteers.

Dade, Madison and Honolulu, all had pmgratns in

'which volunteer usage was a stated program objec-

tive. The Dade program actually doubled its budget
when volunteer costs and other donated services
were taken into account. A deferred prosecution
program cost 18% more and a counseling service to
probationers cost 29% more. One program explicitly
stated the value of the "free" resources it used at
the hourly forfor the professional's time. Volun-
teers and other external resources represent one
major vehicle for an organization seeking to foster
some community involvement and reduce the total

. cost to,its funding-source.

F: Total Budget.
Correlations 'were computed between a large num-

ber of independent .variables and two Opendent
variables measuring, cost: total bride. , and, 'average
bed costs. Regression analyses wa4- used o an

daily cost, of Chief interest because it translat s he

budget into costs for the current client pOpulatieri.jRegjessions were run fo the total number of.organi-
zations, as well as f r only privately operated
prOgrams. In each type costs were. expressed arid.

regression analysis run separately for residential,
non-residential and mixed (both residential' rind"non-

i.'tesidential) programs.
5 Generally, for residential, non residential,, and
mixed organizations, the major determinants of total
annual budget were those associated with scale arid

public mollies. For residential 94% of the
variation in this dependent variable was explained by
total government dollars.

-Non-residential organizations had. even more of
their budget variations explained by total government

Table 15 The ere centage of all personnel who are
talpaid vohinteers (in Full Time Equivalents)

PriMary
funding
sOurce

.Percent
volunteers

Goveiliment Progrwns . ?

Criminal Justice (13) : 7.5

Drug Treatment ,, (22) 3.2

Other (12) 2.4

Pritaely Operated Programs
Criminal'Justice (30) 15.3

Drugs "Kreatment F
(42) 9.6

Others / (31)' /66
Table Cases (150)

Missing (4)

Total (154)

dollar: R2= .976. ,Mixed organs tions exhibited the
same influences with smaller m }tulle. The fact
that many organizations received government money,
at some'lev el largely accounts for these results.
Government money `is substantial enough that its
variation- alone will cse Major fluctuations in an
organizatiori's -budget. Staff 'are a large 'enough
budget component (oVer 60% of total cost) that

4dditions or deletiOnS will explain most of the
remaining variation. In a sense, the correlatidn'with
government;,mOney is as sign that program budgets
may be adjuSted to the 'contributions Of the govern-,
ment, rather. than the other way around. On-site
'Visits reinforce this; several organizations with reduc- A
tions intovontrien't allocations were forced to revise
their budgets dowmiard--4hey were unable to make

p thekdifference from other source.

G. Mearj,Daily Costs (MDC)
Variatibn in these costs was less explainable by

one or two independent variables. In addition, differ-
ent.variables were significant for each kind of
organization.

'Residential programs required si Variables ito
explain .' p% of the average 'daily cast.'vr. tion
Which capacity utilization and tot- capacity ain

27%. fit the case of capacity uti tion, a negative
relationship implies lower MDC as ,more beds are
filled, suggesting a -substantial fixed cost component.
-In. other words, a certain core staff

daily
plant

may be ,adequate for 4..4Ange of)daily populations.
Since it is not always easy. to hire fractions of people
Nr buildings, these resources will :be underutilized
with smell. pOpulations and, therefore substantial

tigt be immediately necessary as
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Table 16 Mean dailj, cost: regression antdysis
Multiple correlatiOns (R); proportion of variance accounted for (R2), and simple correlation (r)

\ Variable R2 R2 Change

All residential pr6grams:
Capacity Utilized
Total Capacity
Total Budget
Total Goyerninent Fu ds
Nuirber Referral Sour es =

.3406

.5154

.7297

.8168

.9987

.1160

.2657

.5325

.6672

.9975

71160

.1497

.2668
.1347

.3303 .--'
Percent Admission R rred ,; .9994 ..9988 .00)3

All Non-residential programsj,
Program Staff .3060 .0936 .0936
Percent Admissions eferre'd .3641 .1325 .0389
Total Capacity 4 .4389 .1926 .0601
Total Volunteer FTE .4869 .2371 .0444 '
% Local Dollars .5223 .2728 .0357
NuMber of Funding Sources .5638 I-

.3178 .0450-
Turnover Rate .5928 .3515 ;.0336
Total Admissions .6247 .3903 .03)-38
Total Government Dollars

'Budget
.6634 .4401 .0498notal .7163 .5131 .0730

Corrections Referrals .8145 .6634 .1,502"
Number-of Programs .9840 .9683 .3049
% Probation Referrals .9869 .9741 .0058

' Number of Referral Sources .9880 .9762 .0020
%/Federa) Dollars .9891 .9783 .0021
Number.of Services .9896 .9793 .0010

All Mixed programs:
Total Staff FTE .7432 .5523 .5523

, Number-of Services. 7911 .6258 .0734
Number of Programs .8114 .6584 .0326
Total Capacity .8584 .7370 .0785
Total Volunteer FTE .8768 .7688 .0318

Support Staff FTE .8906 .7931 - .0243
Total Admissions .9049 .8189 :0257
% Corrections Referrals .9152 .8377 .0187
% Probation, Referrals .9143 .8452' 0075
% DIV Referrals ___ .9303 .8656 .0203
STotal Budget 4 .9328 .8702 0045
% Program Staff FTE .9344,41 .8731 .0029

_population increases. The daily clitstit cost -w
cline 4s it is spread over more Clients. `,

Total capacity, total fidget, total government
funds, number of referral sources and the percentage
of\admissions which a:criminal justice system refers,
account-for nearly all the variance in mean daily cost
in residential, programs. For non-residential pro-
grams, MDC is a function of at-largo number of
variables: total program staff, percentage of admis-
sions referred from justice agericies.and total capac-

3ity are the highest contributors: For; programs with
both residential and non-residential 'prograrifs, mean
daily cost was a function of total staff size, number
of services offered (bill negatively, suggesting a

ts

-.3406
-.2426

.1642

.1423

.2412

.2727

.3060

.1135
-.1993,

-.1664
.1494
.1581

-.0573
.1987

.2223
-.1096
-.1880

.2307

.1157
-.2288

.7432
-.2025

.5298
-.1388

4-.1385'
.1200
.0121

-.1228
.1310
.6848
;2673

-qualily, intensity or other aseet of program which
we have not measured) number of programs and
total. capacity. These four accoua for '74% of the
variance of MDC.

Daily cost assuming full capacity-s 'highly corre-
lated with the actual mean daily cost; for residential,
progyams r = .78, for non-resi4tial .r .93. or
mixed programs mean daily cost correlates .82-with
this measure.

There is some interest in" reducing the datvgeTtb
only the privately operated prqgrams. A reduced set
of indekendent variables was used omitting several
budget variables, to petermine the contabution of
non-monetary influendes. ;#'



Table .17 Mean ilv rot)At
Regression analysis: multiple cOrrelations (R). proportion of

variance acCountedfor (R'), and simple correlation (r).

R R2 R2 change

Private Residential Only. N=25 DV -Mean Daily Cost
CSRATIO, .4657.. .2169 .2169 .4657

CAPUT' .6029 .3634 e .1466 -.3644

PCTSUS .6807 .4634 .0998 -.2177

PCTPRO .6853 .4696 .0062 . .2746

PCTDIV .6920 .4789 .0093 .1163

PCTREF .6989 .4885 .0096 .3196

TURNOV .7024 ' .4934 .0049 -.0330P.
PCTSAS .7043 .4960 , .0027 -.2178
VOLFTE .7061 .4987 .0027 -.1223

Private Non-Residential Only Nz-- 37 . .

CSRATIO .35 .1284 .1284 -.3583,

PCTSAS :4063 .1651 .0367 ..0418

CAPUTL :.4569 .2088 .0437 _ .0245
G. PCTPRO 5113 .2614 .0526 .1997

PCTREF .5970 .3564 .0956- .1185,

PCTDIV .6345 .4026-, 0426 .0680

PCTCOR .6547 .4287 .0261 --..1243

TURNOV - ,,,, .6650 .4422 _,...0135 .0370

VOLFTE ,
.649 .474 ..0052 -.0442

PCTPOS, , .6695 .4483 .0009. .0623

Pri:4at Mixed Residential and Non Residential N --.21

CSRAT:I0 4332 .1876 .1876 4332

N APUT'S._ .5701 .3246 .1370 - .2680

PCTPRO .6228 .3879 .0633 ',- -.1694

PCTCOR .6632 .4399 .0520 .1685

NSERVC 0, .7140 .5098 .0699 .1999

- PCTPOS 7463 .5570 , .0472 .1321

TURNOV 7550 .5852 .0283 .0442

PCTSAS .7671 .5885 .0032 .1174

PCTREF : .7700 .5928 ',.0044 -.0765

VOLFTE .7730 .5976 .0047 .2572

I

a

In the private sector the variables which account
for veriance in Mean daily cost are similar dcross
residential, non-residential and mixed programs. The
client staff ratio is 'the first variable to enter in all

three equations. The capacity utilized was always
either second or third, and he percentage of all
referrals contributed by probation entered third or
fourth in all cases.

While averages, medians and trends have been
derived and discussed for the organizations in this
study, this is still an area that is characterized bj/
great diversity regarding what is being provided, how
it is provided, and for whom. If this system of social
service delivery is to gow in the future, substantially
more eddnomics research is needed in order to:

I develop better definitions' of and measures for
units of output;

2. better estimate and compare the costs associ-
ated with these service units;, this will require
more complete and accurate data ,on the contri-
butions of thb ommunity at large (volunteers),
other units of vernment (subsidy), and 'social 4

service agenc,ie in general (manpower, welfare,
drug rehabilitation, etc.);

3. imProve the quality of contracts which delineate
the programmatic and fiscal relationships be'
'tween the service provider and the agency
ultimately responsible for the client;

4. foster more understanding of and research on
consumer 1refrrence-how to more thoroughly
involve the ultimate consumer (the correctional
'client) in decisions regarding his welfare.

4 )

S
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IV. ISSUES IN PLANNING AND RESEARCH

A. Is There 'a System of Community
Corrections?

Most of the community-based programs to which
offenders, are referred by corrections or the court,
have a mixed clientele of offenders and non-of-
fenders. Outside of criminal justice funded programs,
clientele average about half justice agency referred.

For the criminal justice referral agent with re-
sponsibilities for supervision and control over hiS
client as well as rehabilitative concerns, to narrow
the choice to programs exclusively for offenders and/,
or run or primarily funded by justice sources,would
be to leave out the majority of services now available
to and being used by justice agencies. Most programs
used by offenders (on referral) are 'also used by non-
offenders (or self-referred offenders). Most o f t ile
agencies we surveyed left decision-making on ref6--
rals in the hands of individual caseworkers whose
knowledge of the programs available varied consid-
erably, as did their propensity to refer (and the
correlation was not always positive).

Given the absence of up-to-date'and comprehen-
sive city-wide directories of community,ervices
available to correctional agencies, the pisence of
caseWorker autonomy (under conditions where typi-
cally the caseworker4s young, new to the job and
handling a heavy caseload), in a community where
most services are available in general social welfare
programs, do We have a community correctional
system at all? The experience of the five cities
studied suggests more of a dispersed\.array rather
than a system. However, there are five /elements that
portend the ernergende of a system: (I) government
funded .offenderonly programs contracted to private
organizations; (2) community-based programs run by
corrections .agencies; (3) coordinating referral agen-
cies; (4) offense-specific community programs; and
(5) state planning agencies and substance abuse
consortia of private and government service pro-
grams.

B. The Emprging System

Goverment funded offender only programs.
LEAA (and other government' agencies) now fund

28

*".1.residential and non-residential ,pr ograms for offenders
only. In Dade County for example the Comprehen-
sive Offender Program funded by LEAA support's 5
programs, 'two privately run halfway houses, and 3
privately run non-residential programs: CETA funds
support \job training and job placpraent programs
specifically for offenders. These funds, do not come
directly from Washington, but are funneled through
state and/or county boards or planning agencies.,

, 2. Corrections agencies run community programs.
State Departments of Correction, the Federal Bureau
of. Prisons and various state parole and probation
boards .knave entered community corrections pro-
gramming-ether directlY'or via contracting. Thus in
Florida the State Probation and Parole Commiksion
directly rung two halfway houses,for pittrolees. While
more: typically Departments of Corrpfon either
directlOun or contract for the running f pre-release
centers, e.g., in Massachusetts the Department of
Corrections operates three pre-release centers; in
Hawaii th(Department of Corrections operates two
pre-release centers; the Fe leral Bureau of Prisons
runs a community treatment center in the San
Francisco Bay area. Arrangements in which. an
offender may finish out his sentence at a ,halfway
house With a DOC contracaelso exist.

3. Coordinating referral agencies. Our interviews
showed that a sizable number of persons did4not
simply get sent from an original agency of jurisdiction
to a program with services: Instead-in most places
organizations have developed that bring together
persons with a similar problem, or criminal status.
TASC (Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime) is an
attempt to identify and refer opiate abusers to
appropriate community-based facilities. Another
agency refFrs all persons convicted of .an alcohol-
related off6tiseto appropriate community programs.
A number of programs for certain statuses of of-
fenders (e.g., first offenders,' misdemeanants) also
have emerged whose basic task is to refer the
offender to the prope 'n-community program to
learn,-work or receive 'a reatment.

These agencies bring together persons and treat
them as a genre of client in need of help by
community service provideand because of the



large number of clients :involved become highly
visible to theSe service providers.

4. Offense-specific programs. These ate programs
that coordinative referral agencies will often send
their clients to. They are normally focused on
specific offenses (and do referring if at alt as a
secondary, not primary task). The many drunk
driving schools across the country fit this model, as
,do various programs for illicit substance users.

5. Substance abuse consortia and state planning
agencies. In the area of drug and alcohol rehabilita-

Won the Federal,government has moved strongly to
'require detailed information on programs in order to
be eligible for funds. Laws generally require that
considerable attention be given to record keeping
and that programs be open for inspection. Further,
funds may come from a single source such as a unit
of a state planning agency, or a' county planning
board. This had led a large number of organizations
Co face similar hurdles in gathering funds and clients'
from a few sources (a unit of local government for
funds, a coordinative i'eferraLagency for clients) and
under these conditions "trade aisociations" (groups
of substance abuse service providers collected into
an association) have emerged to bargain with plan-
ning agIncies.

The Omnibus Crime Control Act' itself, while an
expression of "New Federalism", mandated setting
ur State Planning Agencies for the purposes of
comprehensive planning for-criminal justice improve-

ment and dispersing funds. Other Federal laws
separately for alcohol, drug abuse and mental health
also induced states to set up single state agencies to
plan, coordinate and administer each of these do-
mains for rehabilitation services.

With the Federal government phasizing com-
prehensive planning in a number reds and requir-
ing the development of single, state agencies to
administer the overall state effort and distribute
funds in those areas, the beginning of a community
correlional system can be seen.

C. Comprehensive Planning

The issues raised by comprehensive planning ef-

forts are fundamental. There are many difficulties in

achieving the objective of system coordination. Data
on funding and contracting indicate that the system
is complex, that LEAA (directly or via State Plan-
ning. Agencies) by no means enjoys a monopoly on
the funding of halfway houses; that organizations
'other-thOshlfway houses contribute a considerable
amount onhe services constituting community cor-

cb)

rections. 'The legal and functional arrangements in
justice and corrections 'make acceptance of compre-
hensive planning of referral and contracting proble-

matic at the very least.
The dilemma between the potential oveif-control of

Federal regulation and the potential abusks of unre-
gulated private 'enterprise 'is not peculiar to coffee-
tions' or justice agencys' use of private organizations
to (provide services. It is a general problem where
public needs are recognized and government intro-

duces supports to specific programs to meet those
needs. There are indications that future expansion of
community -based programs in justice and corrections
will raise the ,salience of the issue, as it already has
arisen in other Federally stimulated programs.

The relationship between organizations which pro-
vide ecorrectibnal services, funding sources, and

sources. of referrals is complex. If community: based
corrections is to be responsible for any substanttal
number of persons officially ,"diverted" from th
court 2r under sentence to probation or corrections,
this will likely include the Private sector becaUse

today services art diverse and are supplied largely

by. private organizations. Service delivery will be
paid for from various sources: grants, entitlements

and contracts. Entitlements refer to a very large
population of individual citiz9ns; grants are broad
and_offer less opportunity for control over time. It
appears currently that contractors are preferred over
either grants or entitlements by those responsible for
designing and Administering correctional programs.
This trend seems likely to continue to be the
preference in the immediate future.

In the present situation and in the foreseeable
future, expansion ,,arnupity corrections is de-
pendent on Fedeiai ,f;rectly through Washington
or the State Planning , ..;ies,or indirectly through
LEAA funds via pass through State and local offices
or subcontracts with what we have called agencies
of jurisdiction which have received support from
State Planning Agencies or from drug abuse, labor
(manpower) and mental health funding. If left to
State and local budgets, pressures are strong to
expend tax-based funds on-existing agencies; if left

to private contributions and United Way funding,
programs remain more or less autonomous and may
or may not comply with the legal or administrative
rules for public offenders. In either event, such
private community-based programs are unlikely to
receive many per,.-ms under sentence to corrections.

If that is the case, com nay ectio s presents
an example of what so e writers ha e refe ed to as
internal foreign aid. Problems in Fe a programs
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for tie relief of perceived crises in U.S. cities have
been compared with the provision of foreign aid to
under-developed nations, specifically the need for
donor agencies to set up dependable channels for
dispersernient of funds and the need to have working
relationships with usually remote groups and individ-
uals who must implement programs supported. Al-
though it is comparing foreign aid with the Economic
Development Administration in. Oakland, the follow-

-- ing passage may'easily be extended to contracting
for corrections services in the community.

an important internal goal for an organization is
the rationalization of its work schedule. It must
secure for itself a stable flow of business so it can
allocate its time and resources. When many of the
recipients . . . are disorderly and unstable, this
means the . . . donor has ainterestin establishing
a steady flow of projects reqUestind funds. Should
the recipient . . . be unable to supply this flow the
donor organization will stimulatejit by engaging in
a form of vertical integration. Iesends out teams
that suggest the kind of projects desired and that
may even help draw them out. It seeks oases of
calm and stability in the corm of autonomous
organizations that do --not have to follow civil
services regulations and that control their own
funds. The donor establishes genial relationships
wine sub-units in the recipient nation. . . . They
hav atupportive relationship: one spends and the

er supplies the money." (Pressman and Wildav-.
sky, -1973, p. 137)

Preg'sman and Wildaysky point out the great
difficulty of implementing projects after funding is
arranged because of the many different interests
layers of legal and inforrnal clearances
typically invalved M public prdgram
and apparently inevitably when loaf itments

'"are, involved. For this reason the oor agency
becomes ,concerned with local coordination

-even_though publicly expressing the great value of
local effort to'solve local prohlems.

'From the standpoint of either ,a community or the
service -provider, contracts open the possibility of
starting or extending services which are felt to he
needed. This is-not without cost to the recipient. In
interviews wi h 4rsonnel of agencieS as well as
directors of p vate programs, contracting was often,
discussed in a bivalent terms. Those in local or
state government or hoards of direct ifs of organiza-.
Lions providing client services concern
over whether to venture into a gi . ram effort
when the opportunity for support aik,,e (either as-
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sured or in the form of a RFP), On the level iof local
government Pressman and Wildaysky write:

For the host . . . aid is both an opportunity and a
problem. It is an opportunity_ to overcome the
perennial shortage of funds for investments; it is a
problem because it is not easy to determine which
projects should be supported and because the
expenditures always include local funds that are in
perpetually short supply. (p. 138)

For the time being, little attention is being given to
alternatives to impletnentation of comprehensive
planningAt might be appropriate to simply attempt
to work within the present diffuse system, providing
greater information about community services to
agency Caseworkers, instituting training in case
placement and monitoring and encouraging or requir-
ing sharing of referral ingrmation between case-
workers.5 Such efforts might be more beneficial than
realizing a fully integrated and coordinated system.

Despite an emphasis on the value of comprehen-
sive planning, the prospect of corrections increasing
contracting with private organizations is by no means
assured; it is heavily dependent on Federal andState
funding and it is ultimately a question of the mix of
private-government management. Whether specific
offices and agencies will find increased contracting
advantageous seems likely, to depend on the extent
to which the agency has.the capability of monitoring
the contractor: Without oversight and auditing capat
bility there is a real question whether contracting will
deliver higher uality service. The agency needs to
know what sery ce is delivered and at what cost. 4t
needs to ha e a reasonable assessment of program
effects.

The view of a number of Middle management
persons interviewed in both- goVernment agencies
and private service programs is that the nature of the
corrections agency changes when it shifts to con-
tracting out responsibility for direct client services.
The primary concern of are agency becomes the
evaluation of programs rather than the superyision of
cases. A major concern of the contractor is to assure
a reasonably predictable flow of referrals (and reim-
bursements) to meet payroll expenses anclImaintain
organizational continuity from one fiscal period to
the next. For bah parties, it is not sufficient to lea
whit is being done only at the end of a budget
penod.

'For a areceslul program along the:4'e lines in a government job placement agency
see Blau I955)



D. The Need for Jointly Planned Monitoring

One inescapable conclusion of the'survey is the
necessity for any jurisdiction contemplatingtgreater
reliance on contracting to set to work to develop a
procedure for monitoring these services. Contracting
will lead tO'greater system efficiency only if monitor-
ing capability is developed from the beginning.' With
such extreme heterogeneity, conventional tallies'
from supervising caseworkers' simply do not shoal
that is going on, Nor is it likely that the organizations
will be able to coiyply with one Simple,set of forms
for tabulating client flow or status. The absence of
Central data files, the difficulty of access of data both
in the private organizations and in public agencies'
and the potential privacy issues of client-based data
make ad hoc efforts costly and frustrating., Planning
then should involve jointly both referral sources and

"-private service co tractors to develop a mutually
\ workablf, procedu e. However, a sense of restraint

.(is needed in what may be reasonably expected from
such a monitoring -system. One of the dilemmas of
contracting is to decide the relative stress on compre-
hensive planning versus private enterprise. , L

Privafe organizations are viewed as being more
likely to have ties the community in which they
are located, to be faster at getting ,building and
zoning variance approved, and are felt to be more
cost effective and easier to dismantle after project
usefulness is finished. From the private vendor it is

hoped that greater flexibility, faster set up time,
more innovative programs,' higher street credibility,
lessened undesirable labeling of clients, lower politi-
cal liability to agencies, lower costs and greater
efficiency may result. However, the problems of
resource allocation planning, administrative coordi-
nation, and legal requirements of due process, equity
and protection of public interests raise the issue of
accountability. Particularly since it is government
through the exercise of criminal justice which is

responsible for persons becoming clients of the
community program, it is incumbent 'upon govern-
ment not to abandon its responsibility to private
parties ant thus smuggle in government by persons
neither elec ed nor appointed. Yet to impose govern-
mental requirements beyond a reasonable degree
upon private organizations is to defeat the very
purposes of contracting out for certain services.
Clearly extensive contracting requires both accOunt-
ability and the retaining of the free market mecha-
nisms. Admittedly this is hard to iMplement., Bilt
only planning which proceeds under these two,,prio*
ities is likely to prove helpful.
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-A coordinated and integrated syste1 when work-
ing as planned is more efficient than a dispersed
system; it concentrates responsibility while making
its services more readily available and accessible to
client. However, it also concentrates power, while
it routinizes services `and the paths to services. Thus
a comprehensive integrated service provider fystem
even when: based on private suppliers loses some of
the flexibility attributed to the private sector. And
just as an integrated system May apply a "good new
.ideti" to all, of its components, it may also block a
"good new idea" from being employed by any of its
components.

The emerging system is a planned. one. The
dispersed set it is replacing gave considerable respon
sibility forservice delivery to individual caseworkers
who worked out arrangements on a case-by-case
basis; with the quality of the referring dependent on
caseworker inforfnation,, talent and propensity to
refer.

The benefits of planning are many. HoweVer, if
the planned economy comes to exclude the free
market we may be pkmaturely foreclosing on
importan option for c IATectional service provi on.

E. Aven es for. Future Research

The experience of this research leads us to ask the
following questions about community corrections in
urban America:

I. Is the system of referral to community programs
centralized or dispersed? What is the numbr of
independent referring agencies and how are .referral
decisions made?

2. How many levels of the adjudication process
permit diversion to community programs?

3. Is the referral to an integrated network of
service providers a dispersed array or something in
between?

4. Is service delivery monitored by referring (or
funding) agencies and how is monitoring done?

5. What is the volume of community corrections
activity?

6. How rigid s the system of servic rovision
('organization t r over)? How many service
providers ente d the market last year, ow many,
have disappeared over the last I2,months, and what.. -
kind of changes have occurred in surviving pro-
grams?

7. How diverse is community corrections funding?
8. How close to capacity are programs operating?
The most needed and promising topiA for imme-

diate study appear to us to be (I) studies on the



capacity of community-based private, contractors for
supervision and services to a determined number of
clients of various types, (2) the logic of decision
making in referting clients to community-based pro-
grams, (3) contract monitoring. These will be dis-
ctissed very briefly in the concluding pages of this
report.

F. Capdcity of Community-Based rivate
Programs for Correctional Supervision of
Various Kinds of Referrals

The capacity of community -based programs in an
adequate sample of potential service providers
should include client flow characteristics and char-
acteristics of clients admitted.

1) Client flow characteristics include (a) program
varieties: services rendered, obligations and oppor-
tunities for clients. (The time estimated for services
to be delivered or client response must be assessed,
since the preserit practice of largely unspecified time
periods is unlikely to be acceptable if contracting
increases. Certain organizations now operating on
definite time periods could be assessed to provide
the experience base forAevelopment of an accepta-
ble set of standards.) (b),More needs to be known
about the proportion of clients screened; who are
admitted, specific functional intake criteria; propor-
tion of admissions who rematurely withdraw from
the program, (split); proportion of admissions who
are expelled from the program; proportion who are
convicted of a new offense or otherwise returned to
custody or removed from the program by the refer-
ring agency.

2) Characteristics of clients admitted to various'
types of progr,ms include (a) personal, (b) prior
criminal and correctional record, (c) present commit-
ment offense. More needs to be known about the P.
effect of various kinds of clients and services on
costs of programs.

3) Capacity of community-based programs to be
stated in terms of (a) types of client referred, (b)
amount of time supervised, (c) estimated completion
rate, (d) type of service delivered and whether
residential or non-residential.

4) The experience of the study just completed
suggests data are unlikely to be available without
advance preparation for collection involving: (a)
commitment from funding and referral sources, as
well as agreement of private contractors, to provide
offender based and organization based data to the
'study; (b) clearance to tabulate data from protected
files (such as CODAP and probation records); (c)
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realistic pre-survey of the agencies and contractors
to estimate access cost of a wide range of infojma-
tion items, and to plan realistic data collection
procedures; and (d) joint agency-contractor-State
Planning Agency-research project development of an
acceptable procedur; for tracking caes from sen-
tence to referral to program termination.

Jurisdictional and data base pioblems would be
reduced if statewide studies were conducted. While
a separate problem, the investment of the research
should permit subsequent follow-up to assess recidi-
vism against a suitable comparison or control sam-
ple.

(5.

G. The Logic of Decision Making in
,Referring Clients to CBP

A separate or related inquiry should be made into
the means by which referrals are currently made by
caseworkers and agencies and the development of a
workable procedure for profiling existing community
organizations, pooling this information for ready
access and display to caseworkers, and follow-up on
clients referred to any prOgram. For any large
community it is likely this information system would
have to be computer. based with access from remote
terminals and daily up-date. Emergency service and
placement within hours or days was frequently
mentiorked in interviews as a primary need of super-
vising agencies, and' a usable information system ,

must be able to provide immediately current data on
an interactive basis.

o

H. Contract Monitoring

Program outputs cannot be assessed by either
management or the funding or referral source in the
absence of realistic and objective standards of serv-
ice delivery. Contract monitoring could be examined
by initially examining other forms of human services
contracting, as well as in business and engin,
services.

_Contract monitoring in corrections should
dressed .to problems of: (a) accountability a >1st

sentence alternatives, (b) providing usable measures
of service delivery and client respons)e, (c) providing
usable cost estimates, (d) functioning as motivation
for service efficiency and effectiveness. Particularly
incentive contracting (payment according to effects
produced) should be explored. COmparative data
exist not only in other huMan services (such as



education) but in some European countries (notably
the f- therlands) which have been experimenting
with incentive contracting in juvenile and adult
corrections.

Many of the above questions require. data which
can only be obtained by a research oriented record
keeping system. It is not realistic to request such
data from many agencies and organizations without
prior arrangements. A research effort should be
prepared to support added costs of such record

keeping. Some benefit could be provided to the
organizations by subsequently translating the re-
search record keeping system into a managerial
information system suitable to the small, non-bureau-
cratized firm. Ultimately contract monitoring, mana-
gerial effectiveness and accountability protective of
clients' rights would be served by the development
of a realistic and functioning information system for
private contractors in corrections and justice serv-
ices.

4 )
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